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~-HUSBAIIDLY VIRTUES IN THE SIIIPr1AN' S TALE 
G. Bruce Boyer 
ABSTRACT 
• I 
- --- -- ~-------------
It is my intention in this essay to show that past 
critical approaches to the §hipman'! Tale have been based 
on a faulty methodology ~hich has greatly hindered inter~ 
pretation and particularly misrepresented the character of 
the merchant. • 
Since past·criticism bas been at least partly based on 
' the assumption that the tale was originally planned for the 
Wife of"'Bath,'_i~ is necessary to consider .fi:rst tb_e·tex.tua1· 
problem. While it is impossible to arrive at a conclusive 
solution regarding the feminine pronouns, an examination or 
the problem will reveal the hazards of past approaches, and 
lead us to \the position that any discussion of the tale 
must concern itself with the Shipman as narrator. 
After correcting the methodology of the criticism we 
are free to interpret the tale in a more objective light. 
There is ample.evidence to support the belief that Chaucer 
meant to portray the merchant as a virtuous man, and the 
wife and monk as thoroughly despicable. The Wife of Seint 
-----Denys··t·s n"Crt -thevfi.fe of Batb, and there is little reason 
to suppose that the Shipma11' s Tale is somehow .appropriate 
to the theme of female sovereignty. 
To. completely divorce the Shipman'~ Tale from the Wife 
1 
··-+, 
• 
-------· --
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variants found in Chaucer's version will substantiate the 
opinion that Chaucer was interested in portraying the mer-
chant as a virtuous man, and in showing contempt for the 
wife and her lover. ) 
- . 
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HUSBANDLY VIRTUES IN THE SHIPI"1.AN' S TALE 
Commentary on the Shipman's Tale has remained sur-
prisingly stable over the years, and a corr.rrnon bond of 
agreement seems to exist among the various critics who 
have discussed the t'ale at· any length. ·- The following 
•) -~ . (_. 
---- - --·----
·· · · - ----·-·-··------:-,---
excerpts display this pandemic agreement of interpretation: 
The point of the story, I think, is that while tbe pr,osperous but boring raerc hant,, completely ., 
~rapped up in his business, has liLtle understanding of his wife, and scant ability in managing her, tbe wife_ is expert in manipulating him and in conducting a secret affair.l 
· 
,, 
Poor man 5eferring to tbe mercbanjJ1· His intentions~ are good, but ~e must for all that re-main somewhat ridiculous. 
· 
ffibaucer did not make the husband a thorough-going dupe because of hi~ desire to humanize the tale [a.nW, if the cap is to fit at all, the 11\Tife _ 
- of Bath must be care?ul to make her- n1erc!"hant lreep at least an external appearance of respectability. To portray him as jealous would be to ridicule him too openly.3 _ -· 
,, 
- -~- - ------- -
---- -- --
- --------~- - -----
••• Chaucer altered the story in various ways to give a more favorable picture o~ the Wife of Seint Denys, particularly by omitting any reference 
~t the end to the deception practiced on her, and introducing the episode, which bas no parallel in the italian, in which the wife, by her ready wit, persuades her husband to forgive4tbe debt, so that she ~omes out ahead in tbe game. 
In Chaucer, however, the wife, herself victimized, easily an~ cleverly ttirns her defeat into victory and··~ 
--~· ··- . _ -1110.k·e S\, the htlSband the real Vi C tiH;I, for b_e _be C()ID6S a --,.c:c~=~~·::~~~~i-~'.:::::~=~---:-~ .. ,=,.~,,-cc,~. 
· :.,::.~==:::.:::::~::.:=··:. =-.·····=~·~~~!~~~~~!~·~: 8 o!~~S w~~~;~;f :~~r :n~:· ~;m~!~!~~i~~~5Y .... ·········---~----~.·c·· C 
_ 
..... ,.. "' .. - -----~------ -
Lc"bauce.£7" begins, as alivays, with his characters. His portrait pf tbe merchant is perhaps the neatest miniature in Tbe Canterburv Tales: the main qualities are stated, and exh&usted, in a couplet: 
2 
•.. 
, sees_,._,,,.. ,Q,; ...... .2-.-....... _ ...• , ........ _ .............. _ _...,_...,. ......... ---~ .... ·--,J .. ,,·.,-,·,.,~. -·~· ............. ..,_,...,_.....,..__.;...,,+,~· ··, · ·:..,_..:,,,.·'""r ,,.;..:.,_ ...... ,._J ... · _. c..... ·:~1~_ .. ,. ,_._.,_ ·_, .~' ., ..... _ -.·:lr,.·,·'- ... -·J ·,•.'.,'· .. • • ,··· ·· ·.;'; ...... ,,'. •••.. .IJ.. ... ·· .·.·:•·_·· •: • .-·,,-, .. :·_ . . : .·, .. ____ ... _ ... ~- 1 · __ ,._;_ ·~ ..,.· •• 
'' 
·---- .... --·· ·-·- ------- - -,-- ... : " - ··- . ··- '. . -,- .. 
- ,:- -~ -- . ' . - -
·~· ' 
/• '. 
.. 
---- --- -- - -·· -
-- --·-- --~-- -
...... ,. 
A marcbant whilom divelled at .Seint Denys That ricbe 1r1as, for ivl1icl1 men belde hym wys • We learn more about the kind or folly he shows, as the 
_ story goes on, but we see at once that he is a fool at 
everything but buying and selling, a success as a 
merchant a11d a failure as a buman beingo6 
), . 
,~· . 
- -----~..,...,~- -····· -- ·-
- ••-~---• r 
- --
-·. -·-- _____ .., ______ - ~ . . . 
Certainly @baucef] 1-11~ote ·the Shipman's Tale for a 
·woman, ~nd. tpat ,woman was sur-.ely ,th.e t1ife Jot Bath.,· ~ · 
_.-s"ince tr.re have no other serious contenders for the honor, and since various things in the tale go well 
with the wife 8 s prologo But though the woman of the tale gets the better of her husband, she does so 
. • ·~·-.. •.. • .. ;,,.,.,.. • ~ ;, .,)", ·- ··-- . .I ·- •• .,,. , ....... • -.::a ·,. :.. • ••• , ,., • -.-....... .., 
•. 
--- ---~-=-, -
. .. - ~- -- -- - -- . .. - .... 
P. 
.... 
.. -.. 
·- . ' ····- -··. -~,i '<' '·"" •• ' ' ... , "" ' •• , ··- • ·- •• --.-~ - .... , ••• 
thanks to a rascally monk who gets thebbetter of ber, 
and this fly in her ointmetit may bav~ moved Chaucer to give tbe Wife of Bath another tale, a tale in 
which the 'triumpb of womanhood was complete.7 
- I have cited these core pa.,ssages from a variety of pertinent 
critic ism to pre,_~nt and illustrate two basic points which 
' 
.. 
•I are of crucial importance to any interpretation of the Ship-
man's Tale: first, the critics have a rather low esteem 
for lb_~ husband, in degrees varying f'Pom sel-.f-righteous -
pity to blatant contempt; second, although it is not di-
rectly. obvious,, due to the limited nature of the quotations, -
most of the critics adhere to the theory~ apparently first 
8 proposed by Thomas Tyrwhitt, that Chaucer first intend_~d ___ -,.,....--
tbis tale for the wife of Bath. Anyone devoting more than 
•.o,1 • .' 
a cursory glance to the criticism will irrnnediately recog-
,_ 
nize that these two pronouncements are inseparable in tbe 
·-·---- -- ---- -
--··=--===··: ..... ~~=cc.==------~····---------"-":-,"insep~rabili ty has particular relevance to the interpreta-
" _.,c,cc,7c-,,-,.,~ .. ,-,., .. ~,,~-c·· ~-~- .c",-,,~,cc.·.-~~ · ="------°'=--=-__.. ___ ,P '"""'-"""=,-..-·-·-"",·"'""' -ccc . " '- .......... , ..... ,.- ... - ., • ·-·- - ·-~" -···· -:-·=~--:::.:.~c. ·-:·c.-:·· -=·-·~--::..-:-·.=:':·:····---:::-~ '.::-'....:·.~::c:-~_·:::-::!.~_···· 
~-
·• .. ·-·-.. '--.. -· ... _, __ . .. :-' - .. ... _._~:~'·:.· .. _.. ·"~.:.":_:-_ '".:'..-, .. ,._. ... ~ ................ ~ -
···=-'~--"------~-=-~---·=-~~·-~=-~tion of' the tale. 
Most critics have seen the tale as a fabliau in which 
the wife triumphs · over her prosaic merchant-husband, who 
. 
. 
' 
' •:=• •:, , ,, ,.., ,'. ', .'., ....... ,·. '•:• ~; ,,.. :--~·--.""':'·"'-, •,-Ci •':'"~7:"~~~··~-.. ,ac•,•,'°',::;(...\s.•\;f,1 . .-,,•,-,,'.•f•,,,,.·.,~ •,• T";,._ .••••-, _____ ,_,......,_•••,• ~ =-.urt"''LJ._,..... .... ~,,_,-....... -...,.,.,...,.,.~,":':,".''Y'-'c1··:•"•:•~~-:~•::"'--·.-.. -·-'' 
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't 
·by 1extensio~ becomes a cuckold.and "somewhat ridiculous. 11 l .. ' 
r 
It is my belief that, contrary to the bulk of critical 
' 
,,. -·--------~--~-~. ···-··--·•c-~~---·-··-··- -
opinion, Chaucer intended our sympathies to be with the 
husband, who is far from being a "f'ailure as a human be-
ing. 11 Critics argue that because tbe -~~1~-_con:forms_~o.Jth_t:3(.,,.~,-~-f-···-:~, 
. . 'ir. - z - o _..:i_ _. .._. .. , 'li..J< • . ... ~ .... ,, ... •... . - . ' ._,,, 
personality of the Wire· o:r Bath, then she must be the 
original teller. But we mightref'ute the critics by argu-
ing that because the tale does not conform t-o her ·perso·n..;· 
ality and-philosophy she could not have been the original 
teller. This procedure, hovtever, seems more lil<e a con-
clusion than a premise, and we shall not be able to enjoy 
the luxu~ of beginning at this point. Nevertheless, past 
critical procedure has indeed dictated the-approach we 
,.,. . 
must tal{e. 
~ - -- - --::-_· __ -:~ ---=--- _: -_ -=--: -~ = =---...::.: .:_ .::: .. --
Since interpretation of this tale has been .so . _ 
----·-·---···----·--·-
~ 
. thoroughly colored by the Wife of Bath-as-original-teller 
. theory., we must first concern ourselves with the validity 
or this foundation before examining the superstructure of 
the interpretation itself. 
,J 
- It is uni'ortunate, in a sense., that one must approach 
an analysis of tbe Shipman's Tale in this manner, for it 
was undoubtedly just such a procedure which fostered many 
i 
- ___ ,.·-av - ~-- - ;-____ ,. -mi-soonceptions o;r tb·e tale in tbe first place; :critics-al-
- . 
... 
- - - . . -. - - -
--~ -- ·· - - - - -~..---~e"olor ~tne:tr ±nterpr-e tat1Cft.rs Of~ tbe ·taie; . tiiid.I.tl th:i. s .. fl]: ~-~-~~~,~c~-~-e .c 
- stance thEl ttdramatic principle" bas gone astray. If' one 
... 
reads tbe tale objectively, that is., apart f'r~ any pre-
.. ,-
... , 'i. ... ····· .. z·--,.·--·· 
- b 
.;;....;...··.'..-· ·_: "-· __.' ~-~;~~i~/~~~~(,~.,_,,i.:.._-___ , __ ,,.:, .!.. , .. • .• 
.... 
~ . . 
- - - - .. • ---- ··-·-·----. . . - i . 
' . . . . ~:' 
. .. 
conceived ideas about the original narrator, he will find 
it impossil)le · to come to the conclusion ·that the merchant 
is a 11failure as a human being." Of the three cbarac ters 
in the otale, the wife or Seint Denys and Dan John are cer-
ta.inly .more dis.repu,table . ., ,and it oi.s no:t; _only tbe. merchant. 
who bas nan external appearance of' respectability. n If the 
wife and Dan John come out ahead in the game the critical 
-- implication seems to be tba t they hav·e gained a real vie-
------,-.-_--------===---,----_---_---- _tory ov_er "tbe merchant., when in fact the word '' game" _ l,tselr 
readily describes the superficiality of their gains. They 
ii, . ',, ,, ,1 
have perbapl,_:_gained a small moneta.ry victory over the mer-
chant, but the moral victory is his alone. 
The approach that I am advocating must necessarily, 
~- then, call into question the appropriateness. of the Sbi;e-
man' s Tale to the vlife of Bath. This is, as I shall at-. 
tempt to show, not to say that it was not originally 
planned for her (a moot question rrom our point of view), 
5 
----------~----- 't)1J"t merely that ill its present state it reflects neither - ... ~:: -~_ _ __ _ 
.ber personality nor her philosophy, and that this is pre-
cisely why Chauce~_reassigned the tale • 
. . 
.;, . . ---: ---· . -- . . . ···- ~- -·· --~ - . .... -,, .. 
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II ;.;:.-. ... '", 
In our approach to tbe Shipman's Tale we must first ... 
concern ourselves with tbe textual di£ficulties presented . 
"" in 11. 12-19, for it bas been the attempt to solve this 
i 
r 
l 
. i 
I 
I 
problem which bas, for bett~~_or worse, colored the critical 
interpretation of' the tale. The commo11ly accepted theory 
that the tale was originally written for the Wife o~ Bath 
•• I 
i~ an att~mpt to explain the .occurrence of the five feminine 
... plural pronouns in 11. 12-19: 
.. 
-----
--,,. --~--------=:---;-:-- -- ·-------- - -- -
·' 
-~~~- .. - --- ._ ·-·- -- -·- . 
He moot us clothe, and be moot us arraye, Al for bis owene worshipe richely, In which array we daunce jolily. 
And if that he noght may, par aventure, Or ellis list no swich dispence endure, But thynketh it is wasted and ylost, Tbanne moot another payen for oure cost, Or lene us gold, and that is pe~ilous. 
Naw it would naturally be assumed that these lines ·are not 
spoken by a man, and it has long been stated that the pas-~ 
sage betokens a woman speaker. It bas further been con-
jectured that this speaker rn~st haye been the w·ife of Bath 
a religious order, could not be expected to relate this 
type of tale. As the Wife of Bath is the only appropriate 
woman to tell~ tale of which a passag~ clearly indicated 
-· -· ~. 
_- .-·~---· .-- ::- -- -- - -
.. 
•,'• 
a woman spe~_ker ti-1h o is ___ a_ r!if_~, i 4r~~JQ.U _ §_t ___ : a_~_s_ume .... 11-e_c.o.r..din.g---±n=-=;~~---~-- =- -~----·--·--'-~--- :L. - - • •' • '• 'M - -~-• • 0 •- • • - --~---·--•--•-·•••- -_.,,.,...-:_:·~:.:~.~,.·~--=--~h-----=-~ ... ------~-, ........... ~ .. ~·~··· ' ., "' ... ·- ·--' -· -·--·--·--··--·····-·'. ~- .-.-. .. .... " .. .,. .. --. ---;-.-.--:-.-:- . : _,-, -,• , ...... '"'" .... , ... .. ... . ..... "........ . . ... 
. ,i 
) this theory, . that t be discrepancy in the p~9noun~_ ~f~s r1ot ........ , ..·--·-·· .. =-=~==- .. _,==,~-·, , ..... _,_- ___ ·· .. -".,.·· _. (' ... 
removed when Chaucer transferred the tale to a male speaker, 
the Shipman. This, then, is the com_rnonly accepted theory. 
The c~itics who adbere'to the Wife of Bath-as-o~iginal-
6 
.;. 
_:'} 
.-' J! 
',1 
-~ 
'•1 
·-\\ 
I 
... 
' . 
.,I/,.,. 
1/ 
teller theory evidently assume that Chaucer made no chan·ges 
in the tale in assigning it to the Shipman. Thus they imply 
7 
------- --·---·-··--.. --··-- tl1at Chaucer felt the ta:le wa.s as appropr'ia te to the Sb:t°p-- -- ---··-·---- ~--·----- ... 
man as to tbe Wife of Bath. Otherwise they could not 
• 
·)· 
• J validly proceed to interpret the tale f_roll:1 be·r. phi.Iosoph·y_. · 
But ;there are certain dlfficul ties in accepting the posi-
tion of these critics •. One rerutation to this positio~, 
1 t would seem., is to admit that Chaucer simply did not con-
' 
cern himself with the tale's appropriateness to the nar-
- - ... : - . - . . .. -- . ' ~ 
' 
.. 
rator, and i~deed some critics have rejected the dramatic 
9 
_principle in this instance. It would also seem that the 
former position assumes that the Wire of Bath and the Ship-
man have tbe same philosophy and beliefs concerning bus-
·- 10 bands and wives, an assumption for which there is only 
very slight evidence. Those who believe that they are in 
fact similar cbara-cters- have eome. to this· conclusion be-
cause they believ~ their final tales (Loathly Lady, Lover's 
Gift Regained) to be similar, and the similarity of the 
---- -------- -
---- - -
tales is argued from the position that the narrators have 
similar cbaracters--an obviously circular argument. 
While it is true perhaps that both Wife and Shipman 
r .. are· hearty, robust, amoral characters who enjoy a risque 
- __ · -.. ,'. _,.. . . -- -·- -·. -~· .... ---,---
+ 
- · --
- -- -- · ---- . ·--~-~ .. ' - -- -·· ,_ ·~'«"--<'-".>---'.!._c'!• ,_._,:.~r.·.•c, •• :.-:~~:.' 
-. ,"':.S.....•.·-........:.:·-- ' - . -·-. : ....... - '- • '··- •• ' - -·.:-· -: . • ~ -. __ ,:_ •.. ···:;-;:-~7_-:.-::'!::.:::.:_-:-::·.:'i::::.-::-:-··~~:·:-·--:-.: ·,:· .. ·:· ~--·_:-..:_:;·.~-::--=;=..:-.--,. ...... ~---=-.:·.:.:..:;::::-~:=·;=-:.·:·:::..=:::-:-·'.·:----·-.. -- - ·:.::·· ~·- ·--- --.. ·--.. :-· - - --~--- -------·--·-··.: - ----:--:-----:-:---·- -·-·----~~·--·---:--------.~------- ------··-·-:·--:-------:;---·-:: -.--.".-; ..... -:--:-·-:-·- .. -·'. .. ·-:---:------:---·--· --- _. ... ---------·-···---·-. ·- . . . .... -.. ' . 
,····;~---··---.,,-~--- · ._ · · · story, there· are very few other parallels in their cha.r-
" 
• 
, 
I 
reasons why the Shipman would relate a tale of a wife's 
.I, 
'dominance over her merchant-husband, but the critical 
.. 
-.·-·-,-..,••: :H- . .,- . •• • •• 
. ... ,.,,--~······"·~-··- ------~-~-""--········- ~,, .. ·-
. · .. ~.~----'.',.; __ ~ .... '. ... ' .. ;. ,. ·- -~ . '·- ·- •·-- ·- --~ - --- . 
. ·, 
· arguments behind these possibilities leave much to be de-
· sired. First, there is always tbe possibility that the 
.. 8 
. . - . - - -Shipman had absolutely no ulteriorlllotive·1:n telling this - --- ---- -- -
tale, or that it appealed to him f'or some incongruous 
____ ---c- --~---- reason wbieb we can never hope to .:t'athom~ Then there- is 
'.·-· -~ - -"<> ~ '' • -
:;;·"",.- .;:--:- ... -
- - --- ·~-=--- - --- - -
the possibility that he believed all husbands were cuckolds, 
11 and used. tbis story as a .fitting example of his opinion. 
These two possibilities would seem to be the logical ex-
tension of some of the critical arguments which attempt to 
• . • • • - - =--::.- --=- _-_ 
' ... 
apply the dramatic principle to the tale. The argument 
which is most often po~ited, however, is that the Ship-
man may have had a general hatred or dislike .for merchants, 
and that he was telling this tale at their expense. The 
'-.• 
critics responsible for this theory remind us of the .fact 
that there was a target in the company of pilgrims at whom 
the jest might have been directed. These are the explana-
tions thus far posited by the critics in their attempt to 
" 
resolve the problem of appropriateness. The first possi-
. .......... ----- - ·. --- .- .. -·. . . - - .. 
bility that the Shipman had no motive is, if we are to 
take it to a logical conclusion, an extension of the be-
lief that the dramatic principle is not in effect here. 
._,,. ' - -.Ji 
.:· .. -~ ---- .:: -: ~--.=-:·~-:.--::_·_-____ -:--:.:. ..... ,.. 
·· - The second explanation that the Shipman thought husbands 
,_.,..,,,,,_,__ .. -CX-., . ... -,.,-...---. - . C ti C lfoICfS~may ·be ;er~:t;;i'; "~i. ·t-h i ;;k~· by . th~- fa C ~- ;~~~ ·=~~:;:··· --. --.--. 
·-~-,. 
~~···-·--·····---.. -·..,,\;;"":, .. __ ..... ···-· ... ··---~-.... is n0 evidenee whatsoever either otitS:idE! O:f the tale or --- - - -·-·"' - --- - ---~--- ..... ~~-~- -- -
within the tale itself for this assumption. 
The third explanation has been proposed by a number 
of critics who draw their evidence from 11. 396-397 of the 
I 
I 
· •. r: ..., .. 
'· 
•, ' General· Prologue: 
,, 
- --- ------------------ '-·---·--··-· 
Ful many a draughte of wyn had he ydrawe 
_ Fro Burdeux-ward-, wh-11- tgat- the chapman· sleep. - -- --- ---·---·-- -·-···· ··------------· 
Albe:rt Silverman conveniently sumrriariz es the general drift 
.. 
-- - -
---- ·. 
~; 
i, 
9 
- - ----. - --·---. --
______________ · ______ . ____ -·---·---·--·-of_ the .argun1ent based on this evidence: ---- --~- ~- -------------- --- ... 
' - - ·. . \." 
·--i· 
_' ._) . •.. . ·~· . ~ 'Q 
.~ 
. 
-
- - , __ --=..:.-~~-·--=--:-:-.----.::: :--=-.----::.~ ... ~--"'~ _------·-·---· -··· .-: .. -.-:. 
[f:[Y the (}eneral Prologue the Shipman is depicted 
as deceiving the chapman by pilfering his wine 
while the latter is asleep (lo 397-8); some enmity between merchants and shipmen seems to be tradi-tional in the fourteenth century 9 ~s evidenced by the ease TN°i th which a mercbiint could be ruined· by piracyo ••• Because the merchant is the dupe, the tale serves the Shipman
4
adequately, 1ir not as .it would have served the Wife of Batho j 
There is certainly evidence to show that merchants were oft 
ruined by pirates, and we may certainly deduce that they 
•\ felt no great love for those who had robbed them, but Mr. 
Silverman forgets that this is not a tale told by a mer-
chant about a pirate. If the enmity between merchants and 
shipmen was so "traditional" in the fourteenth century one 
wonders why Chaucer's merchant did~not narrate a tale ridi-
culing shipmen. Even if the impli.ca tion is that the t~le 
. -·· -,- ,• .. -
Q 
- - - --
- ----------------· . - . -
----------- -----~-- --illustrates the contempt or the Shipman for his traditional 
,J victim we should not accept his argument simply because be 
has the insight to realrze that Chaucer meant the tale for 
" the Shipman. In his attempt to resolve the problem of 
•"" 
-
. -- . . - ·- . -- _- ·_ f,r~~,., . 
- . , . ,: . . ·:· . . :. - ;_., -_ -- ·: .. --_· --.- .. · _· : __ : _-_, - . ·:. -- - , ic -:· .. ·_- ._· ~:·· :.·_··· -:-:· .. -~ .... ·<' . - _. . c' ··_. •· " ,.,_._ • .,;. _, ••• ,.. ·,. ·-· -- •-:-.,,·_·,:· •• ·_,, .• ~.·:.~·"·-"·'"·.-··":".:-.->_, ,._ ... ,.,., ...• , . .,_,-.. -~ '."''.'·"·~·-..... •·~~-·-; __ #''.'-~·•~··:~·•~,.J".'~':;.'~~-~-:·'.t'::C:'-'.•_·'..~":!'.X!c•~'-.~_:_~;~~·~:.~·-~:~.:..._:::_::4;~_;'.?:Z,'.:.:.:'..'::-'•··':::':_:~_!_!'fi~~~~_:-_"'_:.~~-~·-'.'::._:_•_:_-:·••'·"-::··-: ;- ·;'r '":''·---~=~y7=v"=---=,7~~~.,=c0~~-11ppN'ipr-1a·t'effe's'-s~'~''?le" lfas~;··- in a ··;se·ns-e, ""-'commi t·ted the same m.is- ' 
has begun at a point.other than the tale itself. He has, 
in actuality, neglected the tale.· ·It is entirely possible, 
as I hope to show, that the tale is indeed appropriate to 
.. ,. • 
-. '•r f! ' .. ' ... ··,_,-. ,--.'7'~.,""7,·~:--~""":-~'-,,.,>.•.,•f·;-,,. .. , .-, "',. • ,•.' ,.~-~·_.,",":\ J'.\c•·,."i• 
. . ..... '----· . ,. •, ... ~.,---,, .... ~-
J .. "· 
- .• 
' . 
., 
. - I -
) 
t'~ ' •' ' 
, .. 
' ' 
,,.,... 
-, 
the·Sbipman, and that this can be shown from the nature of: 
the tale itself. 
A-final support for the appropriateness or the tale 
to the Shipman has been the observation that the question-
. ---- ·-· ·- .. -
able lines do not seem ap_ppoprJ.a te to the context :Ln which 
they are found; th~ Shipman, in 11. 1-11 seems to be con-
demning wifely sovereignty and extravagance, and tme follow-
10· i; 
.... 
,, .. ing seven lines would therefore seem to be a ·transition not 
14 only in person, but in tone and sentiment as well. .Also, 
a.s T. W. Craik observes, the pronoun "hem0 (1. 7) would 
seem to be inappropriate to a·remale speaker, "and it is 
difficult to believe that Chaucer would add new material 
for a new {male) speaker without deleting or altering any 
- --
old material for the old (female) speaker which immediately 
. 15 
and incongruously followed." 
_,, The foregoing qbservations seem to be the main ob-
jections to the Wife of Bath-as-original-teller theory, 
• ""-. ,-'<-·• ;;·~·,.;,_cs·• -~ - .. , ...... 
and we must consider them as real and formidabl~ qb'jeg_ti_ons __ • _______________ . ·-
·--·-. - . - ' --
- - -- -
--
.. 
Before passing on to other theories which attempt in vari-
ous ways to resolve these difficulties, it is important to 
__ remember that the textual problem cannot be completely 
divorced from an interpreta ~-t_q~~Q_f __ thft __ ,=i_@:l~-~~its,e,_lf,,,:,,c-an<l ........ -------------~-----=--=== ------ -- - - - -- -- ---- --~-~:-:-. --;:~,::.~.~~-:-:-:-::::----.·_-· - • .• • .. •' •• •··• -,• •••• ... ••• ·••' • 
"' • • ,.,,, •. , ,._,,•,. ,,""JH.• - "-~•,••••> ,,, •. ••••••• • • ••• • .,,,.,,-, 
- - -- - - - ---
-::: .. : .. c:~::cc:,·::··:,-::._~:=:_::c=.~-::-ii}i,:.-::.:· .. ;·:: ................. ::· .. :·: .. ·:~~:···-:···· .,·:·::.··--···--· ....... - ' il (: 
.that a dissatisfaction ~,1tl1 the traditional textual solu: 
,,· 
--- - ·-·----· - ~-~-
-
- ---
·,; 
~ ;) 
""" 
. 
. . ···----·--·-···-···,cc,· ··_c_,,·.·s·_-_,,.,, · • · · ·. ·.-·-· •· 
· · · ·· (' · · -tion will bring modifications interpretively. 
•• ··-_.:_·~--~--.-::·'.-::·::--.:---:·~--~-----·-·_· ____ : ___ h _
_
_
_
_
 --~-·----·. ___ ·:-· ··."···· 
If the Wife of Bath theory bas not proved satis.factory, 
a question which perhaps must remain ope·'n until we consider. 
,· 
' .. 
-··-, -------·-·--~-----~ -
' ,., • 
I 
~. ' 
the tale itself, there have been two other theories which 
~·-------Seem-to overcome many of the previously men·tioned objec-
\ \u• ··• r ~ • _:-:-,,,;: 
l·l 
\ 
--~ ----------~~----~----------- -
;i 
tions, and have the added attraction of simplicity; they 
both assert that the Shipm~.n' s Tale was meant for th_e 
Shipman.; The _,fir~st of these ... the·ori-es, most definitively 
... ··~·-· ·-·~-----···,···· • ·--. . - ti 
------·-. ··------ ' -
' ,. 
,•~,o•'--·•< L". a~•,• H B ,.., •·,•-••••-,.•..-,a• ·• "':"'• ",~····-" .''"' 
16 proposed by Robert L. Chapman., I shall refer to as 11 the 
quotation theory.'' From the short statement by Raymond 
Proston that "We have the Shipman comically imitating a 
17 
woman's voice," Ch-apman advanced_ tbe theory that ."the 
tale was not intended to be told by a woman, but by a 
18 
miming male." Mr. Chapman's point is that, in 11. 12-19, 
the Shipman is representing the merchant's wife's point of 
vie~, thus forming a kind of diptych with the preceding 
five lines, which Mr. Chapman takes to be the merchant's 
-----· 
point o:f view. I14r. Chapman adds that "Such a raconteur 
Lt°he Shipma!37' would speak the burgher's 1·1nes in a ruef'ul 
basso, and the wire's in a piping falsetto, and thus fitly 
------~- - ----B-et the oharaoters and t-he theme of his story. 1119 Fred-
erick Tupper adds bis critical support to this solution: 
I have read it so for forty years. Indeed, how 
else can one read the text as it stands? Rare parallels between lines of the Shipman's Tale and 
the lefife n s Prologue no mo1'7,e establish the identity 
~ . 
-------·-----------·- _________ -····· .. ~- --------~=--:··=:.:·-~----···=cc-=:'. ,,Qf-· -'tae .. iP···· 0rigi,r:1al narrators -than __ ···lilre···· resen1b·lanc·es·--cc.c--.:, ................ ~- ----------~· :.·--~----:~·--=~---~-----~·~-
··· --c~r:--~~=:~-=-~------.. ---- · between the 1'1i.fe 1 s arid the IViercbant 1 s contributions. -----~-~----- ~ 
I 
[ 
i: 
·1 
I 
' II 
I 
11 
I 
• _I 
~ ~.- --~ ., ,-~ ~--~L-~ .;~z:i;. ~Binion., ~he S~ipman I s Tale always was a ~=~·--=--.. c=-.,_--.,_.,,._,,.. ... ,.=c ... ,o'.· .. ···c··· J 
--· -- ------·-------- ---· This theory not only has the advantage of allowing· us to 
work within the text as we have it, but seems to explain 
better the transition between 11. 11-12. Unfortunately 
•,·--··>·,.··<·; ,,'· .. :·,•·-.·.,--,. ,'/·,·,.·-,·.··.•··• •. '"~'TJ'.-''r."'' .. ,.,_.., __ .,.._..7.,--,-,--.-,--.•,.,..,,_.,.~.,_ .·•~· .. ~~-....-,, ___ ._._.... __ , __ . .___,_._. 
r . 
. ., . ... . ~ 
·· there is no manuscript evidence (that is, marginal in-
sertion) to indicate the validity of this reading. 
12 
·g; . 
. ------- . ---,. -- --
:-:-- :=-- - -~:- ---
- --- ·--- - - ---,• -~-~.- -. -: . ----· - - --· - - -
. . --· , ... , ... ~~ . . -··-. - . - --- . ·•···-· ···----" -- ..... 
The final theory which I wish to discuss, that of 
scribal mis·placement, is advanced by Miss Hazel Sullivan. 
Her theory, again based on the premise that the Shipman's 
. ' ~ 
. ,. , 0 . . ~ ., 1-~ . 'lt'. ..._ , _ - -~ . ·- · J. .. (. . - . ( ... 
Tale was intended for the Shipman, would account for the 
21 questionab .. le lines by ·the error of some early copyist. 
Believing that·ll. 12-19 are- inappropriate in their present 
context, and yet not accepting Mr. Chapman's theory of 
quotation, Miss Sullivan argues that this section was never 
22 intended for the position it now occupies. She believes 
that Chaucer originally wrote the lines to occupy a posi-
tion in the Wife of Seint Denys' speech; the following 
reconstruction will elucidate what Miss· Sullivan believes 
Chaucer's original intention was! 
--1-70:- A.s ·helpe me God, he is noght worth at al 
In no degree the value of a flye. 
172: But yet me greveth moost his nygardye. 
11: The sely bousbonde~ algate be moot paye, 
12: He moot us clothe~ and he moot us arraye, 
------- -------··-------------------------:-- --. 13: A,l for his otvene t"rors bipe rich ely e -
14: In which arraye we daunce jolilyo 
-; 
., 5: Which is a thyng that caµseth more dispence 
6: Than worth is al the chiere and reverence 
7: That men hem doon at festes and at daunoes. 
8: 'Swiche salutaciouns and contenaunces 
_____ ... ..... . .. ____ .. . 9: Passen as dooth a shad1tt1e upon the 1,ral; 
.r 
.-.. ·· .... - , .. J'" .. -... :;JJ ...... 
•.. --=-=·=-==-= ~==~-=-··=-·:··====·--·--~it f --ifi~ ···f f ihat1e ~~ci! ht9.~}j\:m;~; .. ~;~r1i!te:· --==·;~=~ -~:~=-~ c-· ... 
------ ---=--- 16: Or ellis list no swich dispence ·endure, 
-17: But thynketl1 it is iv-asted and ylost -~ 
·· ---------··-·-.. ··-~-~--,·t===--=--::c=cc=~-==~,·~·,·==-===""" ':1 .. 8 :· Tbanne 111.oot; another payen for oure cost: - -- -- ------- ~-· . --------
- --- - ----· 173": And tivel ye woot that t11u1omr.1en n·aturell! 174: Desiren tbynges sixe as well as I: 2j 
Miss Sullivan argues_ that a scribe, faced with a disjointed 
·,·:·n,,.~~--,---·---,·.··:·- .... ,-,,···--·.--·-·· --.·. -· 
. ,., 
.) .. - .Q ... , .I. ' . 
13 
. manuscript, patched the material together arbitrarily as 
__ ----------------~-----------he saw .fit; 1. 19 ·is, b;f her, considered spurious because - --- ___ .__ ____ __.: _____  
-----~ .. --.--- -- :tt is not logical and the verb. is not in the subjunctive, 
and therefore omitted. As with the theory of quotation, 
' ,_ -···' . 
this theory bas .tbe. virtue of .the. S.bipman as -nar.rator · ot · 
his own tale, but one wonders if Miss Sullivan has not gone 
too t~ar in her attempt to make smooth the transitions. 
· Since Miss Sullivan is con·Jecturing about · a situation which 
existed, at least partially, before any of the extant manu-
}'·;: .. ;::· scripts were written, refutation on textual grounds alone . ., . 
would be impossible with only our present knowledge. · But 
despite the ~act that it may be futile to ask how such a 
misplacement could have occurred, we are left to wonder 
--- -
-
.. 
!> 
"' -
------------ --___ -___ - :~-:-why - a· particular scribe would have seen· .fit to insert - - --- --- ---- ----- - - --
·····-··--·-·-····----·---·""""'II--"------··""-···-······-·"·····-··-···· .. 
these particular lines, in view or the obvious inappro-
\tj 
priatene:ss o~ the pronouns, into the Shipman's prologue at 
this particular place. If a scribe decided to tamper with 
the tale at all one wonders why he did not simply change 
the pronouns; this correction would have at least provided 
grammatical agreement. 
In the foregoing discussion I have attempted to p:re-
-·-·_;:··· ;·. • . . • . -- .• ·:: • . • •• "' ••.•••.• •. ' .......... ' ,• •. - • ' . ' -0.- •• - • ··.' ... -, •• c,, .......... •-"' .,,, ,~.-·, .. • .... , - .... - • -- • ' .... .- - ........ --· ' •• ,., •••• " __ , • ' " • ~ ~ • • ....... ·--. -~ •• - •• 
"' 
difficulties in the ShiEman•s Tale, and the difficulties 
. '·":_· ...• - .. ., '. :··· -·~ •.•. "' •.•. -• ·.• !c' ·:::~ ~.:_ _:_ ... ··,'·:·'. ,.,, . ,. ., <' • 
It bas been~sbown that it is 
possible to approach the tale wi~tbout the preconception 
that it was originally intended for the Wife of Bath and 
-
- - ---- ----. --- - --- - --
• 
• 
that it must be interpreted in, that light. The two latter 
theories of Chapman and Sullivan in ract are indications 
that there is a growing resistance to the lAfi.fe or Bath -
theory, and I surmise that the resistance bas occurred 
- ----- ----~~ 
precisely. becau·se there i~. an_ awareness that ~his theory . 
l has shackled interpretation of the tale. Once dissociated 
~ f'rom this assumption, the tale cl1anges complexion radically. · 
While the Wife of Bath theory leads to crucial misconcep-
tions ·concerning the interpretation of' the Shipman I s Tale, 
we should not, however, suppose that any criticism which 
opposes this theory must necessarily be true. We need not 
completely accept the textual solutions or Chapman,~Sul-
livan and Tupper simply because they oppose the general 
s-tream of eri ticism, just as it is not necessary to accept 
Silverman's solution to the problem or appropriateness 
. 
simply because he has the ins_ight to realize that it is 
not necessary to continue to read the tale as though it 
were narrated by the Wife of Bath. In both instances, 
their basic premise seems to be that the Shipman's Tale is 
indeed appropriate to the Shipman, and with this position 
·:'.:. 
we may certainly agree. We need not, however, agree with 
14 
-- - - -~-·· ,--
the arguments __ RY __ !!_Q_icJ_1_ ttt~Y--_§URl">Oft __ the ir _p_o_s_it-ion,---· be:~----·~-c--c--c.--c:c~=.c~'. -·-- -- -· -----==~=-'··=----···=·-·····-·'·· ·-------··----·---------------------------·-------------------- --· . - -- ' '. . . it'' ••··---·<M•••••-~•~·------ -•- .,,,.~ - ••-••• ~•• fi ......... ,. .. ----- -·------- .-
·--·----· • -----------·-------···----··--····-------···-···---·----·-----·------------,·-·-- ------------------··------------·----·--·-·· .. -··-----·-------·---·----~ 
·a -------
" 
C Q US 0 they have, it would appear, rallen into the mistake 
n 
--·-···;--···,····--------·-----~---=""'-"=-··o---·~·c--et- approaching the tale ~!tom 'some other ··-p' oint. th;an ·• the 
t"' ~ 
tale itselr. By looking for ant~gonisms between pirates 
and merchants, a miming shipman, or a tamperi11g scribe 
·- .. ·-r ... 
,, ' 
" ' .
.. 
I 
.( . .., 
tbe7 have neglected the tale itself, and this has created 
15 
---,-_,.,-_- .. -- ~-,.-·· -- ---
. 
-·---·-·-~-----. ~ -~-
as many problems as they hope to resolve. Their general 
---------- - -premise is indeed correct, but their arguments have left 
-- ----- --
--- - -- --
I . 
i 
much to be desired. . 
- - - -----
- - ----- -----
----· -· .. ---··· . ----
·. --'----,------· 
·-· ·~,I -· .. _ .. -•-·· ---· ..... . .•• ·.. ..., __ . ..... - :-.~ ~-. . . 
to the conclusion that it is not appropriate to the Wife 
.~~ or Bath, and that, if the critics had considered the tale 
. .,,_ .. .. . -' . . . . . . 
before spinning theories· ab-out any original narrator, they 
------ - -~~-. - .--- .. 
would bav·e reached the same conclusion. In short, those: 
who believe that the ~hip~an'~ Tale reflects the ·philosophy 
or the Wire of Bath are making their textual solutions wag 
their interpretations because, apart from the particular 
problem of the *pronouns, questions of a more general and 
fundamental nature must be asked in relation to the textual 
difficulties of the tale. Is it not possible to conjecture 
.. , .. - -, - ·-·-·-
... 
- .... _ .. ...-----·~·- .. ·····- ., that Chaucer might have re-assigned the tale because he 
found it inappropriate to her? It was stated earlier that, 
according to the theory, the textual problem ~~:t?te~~- on ____ --~~-~ -- ---·· ---.-· ------
the discrepancy of the pronouns which was conveniently 
resolved by deducing that Chaucer simply did not change 
them when b,~ re-assigned the tale to the Shipman. By 
.. 
-- -· ·- cleverly n e;pi_~~-Pin.~'-~~ .that,~-the:-·:,--f .. em:t:n:ine--:p~ur-al pro-nouns· ----·------·--·-- 7 =:,==:.:c--C-
- -·_ ·-- -------- -----
-c-=c __:. __ ,· , ... --~=cc·=c;:-.cc:-=:=====:c--;cc--_. :;···--,c ··:ccc:c···.·c.c··-,······ · - ·· -
· 
------·--····. ---- _ _ 
--- ........... __ ---------- ........... ______ -·----------------·--·----------- ~ 
••• ·-·. '~.-- • 
······-··"' 4 .......... 
--------· - ····-- ...... 
-
---· ···- '·-------
-----···----------·-
-
---- --- ·---
-
-· . - - - - -· .... . 
-
·_ · ar·e-, ·there because Chaucer had originally assigned the tale 
• CJ, 
the time to make the necessary modifications when he re-
assigned the tale, the critics have completely ignored the 
··: 
" . ·-·. ·----·-· ... ---. - '-··· . . .... -·, ............. ,"I'_.__,,__,,.,_..____ ·-------·-~-----"··· - ..... - '... .... . . . .. . . 
- - ~_--::: ...... ___ -~----~~------ . ___ . 
f 
··--------------
.,......,, ..) -, ,..,.., - • :i., .. w: .· .• , ... 
:.,.·. 
.. 
.-_, 
main point: Chaucer, whether initially, intermediately, 
--Tb is fact has, bowev~r, vaguely· dawned on a few who have 
proposed rather halfhearted., superficial explanations., . _ ~-
·-- - ·--. ··- - .. . ·-· ······---. - ..... - . . ---· '' '"' . . 
which a~e,- unfori;una,t~ly, again _no~t base.d on the tale it-· . 
self: 
• • : Chaucer assigned Lt'he taly° to the Shipman., 
to whoni it was almost as app~/priate [as it would 
_ .. have been to the 1111.fe of Bath o For our master 
mariner was engaged in the foreign trade, and bad 
no objection to satirizing the merchants who char-
tered his barge,· tbe 11audlino Intleeds, he used to 
take barge toll from the cargo, 1ttrben that consisted 
of wine ••• ~ Of course, the presence of a sub-
stantial and very dignified merchant among the 
Pilgrims gave special zest, for both Wife an~4Ship-man, to the telling of this particular taleo 
This clear evidence of Chaucer's failure to complete 
his revision or readaptation makes it possible to 
understand the tale as still being at a stage where 
it is characterized by an ambiguity of theme, so 
that not only is the tale 9 looking one way 9 an 
exemplum of the Wife of Bath's thesis, but, ,looking 
the o.ther . .? i -'c is also !3:5- satire by t,·h·e· Shipmtin on a merchant or mercbants.2 
According to this theory, then., we have one tale., told by 
·16 
...... ?', -
·--·· ----------------- -----,--
---- two -Chal!a.e-te:rs., :r-e-la-ting two themes-,· satirizing two S.Spects 
' 
of one character, for the amusement of two different·pil-
grims. 
-By -becoming --enmeshed- in these ~1'ambiguit-ies·, '' the -
- ---·--·--- ---- -. --- - -- -------- - - - -·-- ~ 
=-,--~---------, --=~~-cfrrercs-nave·-· ·.1n "reality__,_ -.proposed . a .. negat:t:ve appro-acn--t-o----
. - . . . . -· ·-'-·-----------· ·---- ··:p· .... ___,., Q) @ , /, 
•• -- ., --:., ... •• • .. ,,.,._ ,,·.-.,.,.·,., .... -:-:-:-:::-~:-:-:-:-~.-::~::.::-.-:-:..=-=-::-·-••~,,, ~----:-~_-----=-: ___ ,.,,., ... :•••••HS. 
IF 
~ 
..,. 
• l the tale, and have begged t~e ;re:3:l qµf?st:ion; tJ1e _q;uestlon - -- --~- ---------·=-
• •e • • '•• •.-• .-•, • •• "_'- '•• ,.,_ "'."·'•"'.'"'.'~••::••"•• ••• ;·~:• .,, ',_,._.,: • ''""'..,. ,., '•, >.•" •• 
- ''.R:."•~ .. "",":" •""-~ •"" 00." ,., ·- ._,., •• • 
---------- -··--·-·--~~-=--·- -·---~~-:=-~~-~~~ ---··--1· -· -·--- . 
... 
.... 
should not be, "Why did Chaucer not change the pronouns?" 
but rather, "Why did Chaucer re-assign the tale?"! By 
placing the emphasis on the discrepancy of the pronouns 
• 
••••-••--·- -~--••• •·• R•• '· ., •- O • •·a--:-·• 1•.'" •" 
;~. . 
and· attempting to dedu~e the reason for the incongruity, .. 
they have overloo~ed the main consideration. Two choice 
-------- -examples ~rill serve to illustrate bow neatly the critics·· · · 
' 
have evaded the real problem: 
17 
- - - - ___________ , __ ~- ---- -- - ----·-· ·-·------······-··· ··---· -·-·· -· ·- . - .. -
~-· --.~,.- -· - -· - _ .... :...·-,_:.-:· --.. ·· ... ---··---------·······---- ----
., 
~ I J • .J ' • - . • ~ ,. 
•• • •• -:.--• -"-·:·-~•"••::c-• -••·•-• --• ;·, ••"•>••·_j.:•::·•.---:~ .. ·--.-.•-•,;.·• 
• • • {_chauce'V gave the wi_fe' s old tale to the 
sl1ipman, but v1i thout making the needful revision 
of· the texto No doubt he t~ould bav? made this 
revision had he lived to finish his undertaking, 
but the transfer of thl.s tale from tbe i1Jife of 
Bath to the Shipman shows clearly enough tbat for 
Chaucer the tale was there tgr its own .sake, not 
for tbe sake of the tellero~ 
A.pparently Chaucer first wrote -the--,tale for ithe 
Wife of BatJJ7, and then lighting on another story 
which should more fully reveal his conc·eption of 
ber character, utilized the rejected tale for the 
·shipman, forgetting to eliminate the inconsistent 
passage referred to above.27 
Are we not justified in approaching the Shipman's 
Tale from the point of view that Chaucer saw fit to assign 
it to the Shipman? And furt.ber, that he had a reason for 
, 
d-o-ing---so.? .Ir he did. first assigrr th-e tale to tb,e 1riife of 
Bath, as indeed the pronouns seem to indicate, why did he 
decide to dissociate her from tbis tale? To answer this 
- - \, •• 'It..,._' ·- - -· ··- - - .----.---
··" 
. -~-·-···-··--------··- -·---·-·--·----·--. --.- .~-.-=--:-=-----~--·· ..,,.~~--e+.1--"-----::-_--; 
question one must consider the tale itself. After doing 
so, it will be clear that Chaucer had more insight than 
many of his critics. Is it not possible to conjec·ture that 
----· __ - ._-- --------------~eauc er realized, some time a.fte.r C Oll'lple ting t ):JE3-__ tale., that _______ . ___ c.· _ ·- ... __ ~ .·=··---
..... ,_,_ ... - '" .. ,,,,,_',, .. . . 
. . . ..... .. .......... ;. -.. ' ... , ; ·-·'" .·:. -. :- . .... 
" bi~ growing concept of the Wife of Ba th i-1as no,t· ·in harmony 
~ . ' ~ 
.. 
----···-;:---·;·-··-·-··-~~-~--~:~··~----,·----------wf·tb· .. tbe···· bilai·c· :hatur.e· · of the -tale--, .. !lOI'. W f th . the C h·araoter-:i ---· .. --.. ----.. -=·=---·-=-~-"-.,-·--·-----,-·-,·"= 
,: 
in it? If this is indeed what may have happened, there 
are a number of perfectly legitimate reasons for assigning 
/''' 
----------- ---------- -------- -- ,... __ ----- - --------- ------- ------------ __ .. _ ------------- ------------ .. 
-
the tale~ to the Shipman: first, it is obvious that the 
· tale-would hardly be told by a wife or a monk, due to the 
manner in which each of these characters is presented as 
__________ ,, _________ , _________________ b~ing tporougbly despicable; then, du_e _ to the .nature of 
the subtle characterization, the tale would lose objective 
impact if told by a merchant; a shipman wbo has traveled( 
widely and seen the good and bad that life has to offer 
might be just the one to tell this worldly tale filled with 
18 
realistically subtle .touches, •.. Abo.v~ all,. I. think-we-- should--- .... - . .c - -
not jump to the conclusion that every narrator must be 
ridiculing some other Pilgrim, or that he has a particular 
axe to grind. ,. 
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The Shipman' .. s Tale is a fabliau, for whose· basic plot 
28 
there· are numerous analogues. -In--e-haucer•-s- version a 
wealthy merchant of Seint Denys invites his friend Dan 
,·, 
John, an outrider mon~, to spen9 a few days wJitb. h~ ·be,_-._~ 
. - • - \ . . ' ·. -:--. - - . . -- __ _,: -- ·::, .• . ..J .\.:,. - ' • -- -,~ .J • 
fore be must leave on an extended b'usiness trip for Bruges. 
The monk arrives, bringing gifts for all, and the merchant 
/ and_ monk spend the following da.y or two eating, drinking 
and playing. On the next day the merchant, realizing that 
•• "I 
be must make pre·parations for his trip to Flanders, rises 
early and retires to his countinghouse to set his books in 
order and make other financial computations necessary to 
such an enterprise. The monk has also risen early and is 
walking in the garden, "ha th his .. thynges seyd :ful curteis-
~ ly," when the merchant's wife quietly enters the r;arden 
_accompanied by a young t'mayqe_ .. c·hild .• " Dan .John,- -notie·ing· 
the pallid complexion of the wife, jokingly asks her if 
she is lacking rest because "oure good man/ Hath yow 
laboured si th the nyght bigan, n but the wi.fe tells him 
"In al the rea~nne of France is ther no wyf / That lass 
lust hath to that sory pley." It is, she says, rather 
11 
fear an·a worr'jr that. has blanched· her complexion. Dan John 
~--~---- _____ -:--~-~~.:.':"":':':".--:-..::=..--- :~~offers ____ to"" help,"· a.1id·--·-1r··sbe wiii- c·~nf:td'e . in"-"··11'-:im;-· i;~=;~1li"~~,,~~~w~•w= 
. '· 
' ·f·. 
............ --.--..... , ... ·-·-.. --,_-... ____ .. __ ., ....... , ........... try ··to~ be· of serviee •· ----·T·he wif·e answers· that · sh·e· ·wotiid ·--riot ................... ----·--·-··-,-·---.. ·--...... .. 
hesitate to unburden her heart to him, but must refrain be-
cause her husband is his "cosyn." After the monk has al-
leviated her discomfort and apprebension on this point by 
19 
, I'.. I._ 
. "i . .. .............. . 
id 
. - "-··------- -- ---···----------. -
-- -- --·------··-
.,; 
confessing that h~ only sought the husband's friendship to 
be nearer to her, tbe"wife relates her grievances against 
- ~--··- ·-- -··· --·------·- ------ ----· -
· -----·- ....,.--·-·--,·-· - --her husband. ---- - - - --u--- ······· ..... ... -HEf--1s~ sne -indicates, impotent, but yet me 
greveth most his nygardye.n This point leads to the con-
fe·ssioh tba t s~e . ha·s, apparently cornmis.~ioned some_, clothes 
) to be made for her without having the money to pay for 
them; if she does not have one hundred francs by Sunday, 
she will be lost. She then makes the proposition to Dan 
John that, if he will lend ber that amount, she will repay 
him in whatever manner he decides. The monk quickly 
agrees, and the bargain is sealed with a kiss. 
20 
The wife then goes to the countinghouse to bring her 
husband to dinner. A short piece of dialo~ue, in which 
the husband explains ~is business philosophy, is followed· 
by a hasty Mass and a luxurious dinner. Arter dinner Dan 
John bids the merchant a good and profitable journey arid 
a. speedy return, and secretly borrows a hundred francs 
from h.in1 on the pretense of buying "ce~tein beestes" for 
' ' I 
,., ... ~· 
-----"".- ----:-~- -.---
his monastery. The monk then rides back to Paris, and, 
the following morning, the husband leaves for Flanders 
where he conducts his business soberly and profitably. 
- •- - -- ''.'" . '. - - -- ·- .. 
While be if, gone, Dan, John quickly returns to · Se int De~ys ---=·,· =-··=·-=-· .=-c· ·=-·----~.-c·.-- --.. --
-------~~........:.. ·~=~---------,;,.__.,,__ -.-~- J -.. . '·,._.c----'--'---~-;.c..,__-,J-'-;. ___ ._....._...__,.,__ ___ ~- ..........._,__.~ __ ._ .. ..--~--'-'-'---·,,.__._~ .... -".'~--"·--·--·-··--'·'·--·'·-···-'--~.'...'- --···' -- :"..· _______ ... ___ """"'--'-- . 
and transacts his own business deal with the m~rcbant 1 s 
' ..••••••••.• •·••· .•• •·••·•• •.•....•. Ci;. .•••••.•.••.•••..•...••.• . .. , ........ , .... ' .......•.... ···········-·-···-----·=,-«-···"-·- . ·--· ··-··. ·--··· •flf'""' .. 
The merchant returns home but informs his wife that 
since he bas over-extended his purchases he must go brierly 
v·, ... 
I 
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--------------------- ----------- ---- -- -------
--~-- --·-----------··------------------- ·-· ------------------·····-----·--- ------.. --·-··---·-·- ·-··-·- .. -·-·- -------~·------·· -------------------- ---------- a-
to Pari.s to borrow money to· pay for -the credit extended to 
.. 
him at Bruges. When he arrives in Paris be stops, out of 
affection, to see Dan John. The monk, pretending to think 
his friend has come to demand payment on his loan of one 
- ---- -. hril'ldl:'et fI'al'lCS, t0Ils the nlerc,,hant he ~as lf3ft. the ~oner/ 
with bis wife. The merchant once again returns home, and, 
-f 
the fallowing morning, mi.ldly scolds his wife for not in-
forming him of the monk's repayment of the loan. The wife 
boldly replies that she was not aware that the money was 
part of a business trans·a.ction, but thought simply that the 
monk was giving her a gift as a small token of their . hos-
pitality toward him. As a consequence, she informs her 1 
husband, she has spent the money on ·clothes. But, she 
ad-ds, - if he tae@ls she has done wrong, she W:kll pay O-ff h&P · 
debt to him in bed. The husband, concluding that there is 
- no other-remedy, accepts her explanation, but eharge-s he~ 
to "keep bet my good." And thus ends the tale. 
In order to discuss the Shipman's Tale from the point 
of characterization one must be basically concerned with 
that irony of opposition established between the social 
position of the character and the inner nature that is re-
vealed in the actions and reactions of the characters 
I 
' .',-_: 
i·· 
. :~.; -:--.:J. . --·-:-, ... '---,· ~= 
--- --··-.· .·------ -··- · .. ,_ 
.~ 
.. ~ --- . ·-c"--_ ~----~ 
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themselves. It is natural to begin with the Wife of Seint 
·c; 
Denys; sirice· it iEf~sbe wbo actually sets tfre plot in motion.-·-···----------·-·-· 
Q 
In an objective social role, she is the wife of a prosper-
ous merchant and has the duties and responsibilities of a 
. ----- ,,-, ~,·, -- ....... 'I ' ,.,. '' ., •. 1._ 'i·;-;, ~ ... ~N'! "' 
'. 1",f _ 
·····--2-2------···----.. 
----- --- -- -·~-- - - ---- ---~- - --·-·---- ----- -- --~-----~ 
. ... 
29 partner .. in marriage. We learn, in the Shipman' s intro-
duction, th~t she is exceedingly beautiful but given to 
.. - -~---- - --~--- ---- - -- -
,. socializing and revelry to perhaps an immoderate degree. 
(' .... '\ . 
- . .. '--.,J 
Our first real introduction to the vJife, hovrever, comes- in 
t)J~:igarde,n scene,.~tha:t se-ction ef0 -the ta1e·1n which" she 
and her future' lover r1r§t strike their bargain. Her bus-
·band, we have learned, bad arisen early and locked himself 
1 
I 
! 
l 
l 
I 
' 
! 
1 
l 
in his countinghouse; there is the implication here that 
she was aware of her husband's whereabouts before she '~cam-. ~~· ~ -~ 
. 
walkynge pryvely·/ Into the gardyn." Dan John first notices 
that she is quite pale as he greets her, ahd attributed it 
to a lack of rest, but since she quickly denies this her-
self and begins to relate her personal experiences, we can 
only believe that her. pallor was brought on by a certain 
. apprehension about the reaction of Dan John to her plan. 
,. The -indication. ·is tha;t the 1t1·1te' s decisiot1 to c'·ommi t ·aau1·tery 
and prostitute herself was premeditated. 
It is necessary to analyze th is scene at length if we, -- --- -
are to understand how Chaucer has painstakingly developed 
the character of the wife. It is the longest scene in the 
tale, and involves the-longest sustained dialogue; T. w. 
. 
. 
" Craik is closer to the truth when be says th_~~---·· Oh?.1J .. Q~:r .. ,J.l,~.e-S~,-c;cc7,.,~~'"'~LC;.ry~-~-,-.~-;;=cc=c:-:=c~c:c· ) - -···---·'- -...... ,.,, __ ... ,---·-·······------~-·-~·--·······-· _····-··-·------.---.::·-·-.:.:::::-:·:.:.:::~.:-...:.::::::·-----------·-·----- --:;- '--· _____ ....,. _____ .. --- ' .· ----- -- . ' ' ' . . ·_ . ' ' 
. . ' .. 
.... ------·· .. ···--····;.__;_· '' _......_. ___ . :.-~---- · ..... · ----· -~-;.;:-,··;-.·: - ... .:.·-:-.:·-:-.---r:- •.• -,v---·=.· ·=---·-·-~--~=-•"t": ..<==" =-·:;:;: ·=··-··==-
the long dialogue to show the caution and subtlety of both_ 
... " .... , .. ·····-·-· ...... _____ ,. ______ . __ · · parties, who are slow to declare their real reJ__ationship 
towards each other, though both are well ai1are of it.," than 
when be submits that it serves simply to 11 clothe the bare 
. ~ -· -- . - . ·-·-·-·-
·- ___ _.. . .., ... ' 
--··-------·---··----·-------·---·-·-
I 
- .._,., tJ 
-------------------- - --
- -- - - - --- _ _, ___ ----------- - 23 
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bones of his story." This section serves to make par-
ticularly clear the liife' s motives and reveals character;----~---~~--------_ 
the nbare · bones" ot: the story had been ad.equate for years. 3l 
The monk, who has perhaps had designs on the wife for a 
long:, time., wittily· re-marks that s'he probably needs mo~re 
sleep, and a blush seems to betray his own desires •. Either 
the remark, or the blush, and probably both, give the wife 
the opportunity she has been waiting for, and .she launches 
into a melodrama tic account of her seemingly intolerable 
situation. Ll. 112-123 seem to be important for a number 
of reasons: First, they must serve as a fabricated con-
trast to the more objective statement made by the Shipman 
that the wife's life was rull o:t' socializing and revelry. 
Second, the lines .foreshadow and, in a sense, sunnnariz·e 
the fictitious environment which the wife intends to paint. 
Third, they foreshadow the wife's charges that her husband 
is impotent; and finally, they are baited to give Dan John 
. 32 
~ -- ----·------ ---· - ---·- - ___ the opportunity to a~sume the role of father-confess-or. - - - _____ , ___ - .... ~ --
' j 
When the monk, in accordance with bis profession, vows 
secrecy, the Wife of Seint Denys moves in two directions by 
stating that she would certainly reveal the cause of ber 
.. --~_gf i ~f _ yv~ r_~ -~,.1,t~~"-po __ t --.c,:f,Q.J!",::=11~ ~,.:::=~war.e.ne. .. s-s. a!-=-.. --t,b:e:~=-~.f~J..endalaip:·~~tlla~&" -·-~-·~-~-· ----~--~~~="-~·_ .... ~~,: "'''"·"·. ".,,......._ .. ~.,-.,=.--::'-~--c:-c-c-,-: . ... , . . .. •--
exists between the monk and her husband: 
·_,. •• -•·/' '- ,•·< •'- ••· --••_ ... ._..._.._- ........... ~. "' •-•-•••-~u - ••· ••' •" • •' --~ - ·-••• - ~· + 
"Cosyn.," quod she, n1r that I hadde a space, 
As I have noon, and namely in this place, 
Thanne wolde. I telle a legende oil .my lyf, 
What I have suffred sith I was a wyf 
With myn housbonde, al be he youre cosyn." 
~ (11. 143-147) 
1 
l 
l •• 
-------- ----
-- -- __ - -- __ ----:--::- ___ ,_, ________ ..,.
The implication of course is that her husband is the -cause 
of her· grief,_and that she is wiliing to forfeit some or 
her wifely responsibilities and duties. Surely this state-
ment must be taken as the tempting opportunity for the monk 
definitely to co:mmit himself, and to convince the wife that 
be fully understands the drift of her intentions. Wben he 
innnediately renounces his-professed friendship for- the mer-
chant, she is f~ee to set her plan berore him. Her next 
·- ·- - -- speech :( 11 ... 158-194) is a triumph of· psyc·holbgic·a1 insight, 
and bears the closest scrutiny. She b~gins by stating that 
her husband is the worst of men, in a bold~ stroke to break 
down his character generally, but just as quickly assumes 
the objective role of the wife. She adds that she would 
not think of discuss~ng their private affairs; this pose, 
however, is undercut by the interesting phrase, "Neither 
abedde, ne in noon dother place," which seems to hint at 
the wife's easy virtue. Nevertheless, she quickly goes on 
.24 
, : 
---·-···------ ~----- -
-- ---·•-·,-···--·-·--··-··· to eharge her r1usband With· impotence--, ... cowardice, - stupidi-t)i;--------~---"·,-----·-c·----·-- "' 
and niggardliness; the emphasis., however, is de.finitely 
the last: 
"As helpe me God, be is noght 1i,;orth at al 
__ _ In no deg.ree · tbe value. of a .flye. 
=...-::==--··--'-'-· ::-c:;:.... .. =c.=-:c::c:-c-:=::::::~-µt .. ye_ t .. }ne._ g~r_eve.t.b .. moo.st .. bis .. :nyg .. a,rd.y.,e: .• :!~_ ....... ::: ... ~., ... , .... --···--····,--·:c·-···-c·:--C-C::-.,.c.,-,-·'··-~,<:~-'°'~-;-''.'"':C:-;;:':••T:.< · 
(11. 170-172) ~ 
.. 
sibility of truth in this statement. By divulging the 
information that the merchant has been in the counting-
house all that morning, Chaucer provides for a certain 
' 
:: I 
' 
' 
·,- -:· 
0 
(, .. 
/ 
cre~ib111ty to her accusation of miserliness. T. W. Craik 
is therefore only partially correct in bis analysis of 
-these lines: 
' 
· The request ror a hundred francs, on whicb 
the story depends, comes as a Sllrprise to us •. 
25 
The· Long prea1nble, and tbe v1ife' s relucta·nce to .. ~-- - - -- - - -- .. c·..,--·-· ···- :·.. ~· ·•• ---··--,· -- -- - .- . 
· ,. ) "reveal the privacies·· of her married l.ife •· ·• • 33 
. have prepared us for talk of love and not money. 
It seems to have been not only Chaucer's intent to have 
the husband absent-while- the wife makes her proposition, 
but to add credibility t~ her accusation by placing him in 
. ·.-. .. ~ 
the countinghouse, for certainly the husband might have 
been any number of places known or unknown. At any rate, 
V\ritb her accusations made and 1,.;ith the knowledge that the 
monk is in a receptive mood, the wife freely explains the 
situation that must provide for the proposition to follow: 
• 
"But by that ilke Lord that for us bledde, 
For bis honour, myself for to arraye, 
- A Sonday, nekt I moos te n~d,es 'paye . 
An hundred frankes, or ellis I am lorn." 
(11. 178-181) 
And although she assures the monk that she would not think 
· ... · ; 
- -- ---- - --- -~----- -~--·, ___ ...._ _____ ---·- -- ~~- ,____ ---
._ .. 
of doing anything disgraceful or vulgar to obtain such an 
amount, she boldly states her plan: 
"Lene me th is somme, or ellis moot I deye. 
Daun John, I seye, lene me thise hundred franks. 
Pardee, I wol not faille yow my thankes, 
'"~'""-- ., •... c=-····~·-·-·---------~,=-··---- .:;,~-~~ . -----·--·-···- -----· ,.,, .. :[f tba t yow l i.s t to do on that I yow praye •. --- =· ·=_.;;_:_-_'._-_::--~-----c- ---··- - ,- .. ·-·-·--:.."' • ---·-··-··· ---- - ~---
For at a certeyn day I wol yow paye, 
And doon to yo1tJ i-vbat pleasance and ,,_;service ... _ ----·--··-···- .. ----······'·"····'-~~,~-~---·-~-----· 
---... -·-·--.. ------·-.··-····-.--.. ---~·-. -·--- ··. -· - · ·• That I _may· do.ori, "right as yow list devise. n 
~ (11. 186-192) 
.,_;,-. 
I 
Again, the emphasis on the pledge to give pleasu_re and ser-
vice certainly undercuts tbe false modesty and virtuousness 
•..• .:,I.' 
,. 
' . 
of her former quali~ication1 wbioh in turn makes her melo-
dramatic statements of fear ridiculous. 
-I-f we are not totally surprised by her prop,osi tion, 
·as we should not be, we are now completely aware that the 
i-iife do~-~ not_ ha,ve~ tpe _s:,l.igbtes.t inte_rest in Dan Joh.n as 
a person; she is simply using him in order to obtain the 
one hundred francs. It is ironic indeed that the critics 
who have c barged the merchant i,ri th an overconc ern for· 
money have railed to notice, or have been reluctant to 
state, that the wife's every action has·-'Geen motivated by 
greed. Her proposition to the monk 1r1as not ad vane ed from 
any desire to compensate for an impotent husband, as her 
false a~cusation might have led us to believe, but from a 
~. 
desire for money. She has tised her beauty and her shrewd-
. ' 
ness to prostitute herself, and the monk is merely a means 
to.the end, a mere tool she uses to obtain money~ It is 
not even important, at this point, whether or not her ac-
cusation of impotence is true; the point here is that it is 
simply a device wh:J.ch she uses to impress upon. the monk the 
extremities to which she is willing to go to get what she 
-J 
wants. The monk, as we shall see, is fu11y aware that he 
is· being used, and has no qualms about using her either, 
- . -- -···-· .. 
-,-_-,-~.2.:~---"----·--··------·_-_-,c..._-•-.· .. · .. ···--
... 
__ ....., ______ ..... __ ,_ __ .. ~--- - . . ··::· .. !'.····_······ ·,· ····~·-1· .. -· . . . 
4 but for the moment our emphasis is on the wife. The monk 
·· · ··· · · · · .. --- -- readily agrees to "delyvereu her f'rom her trouble, and his 
final remark in the scene is bitterly ironic: ''Gooth now~ 
and beeth as trewe as I sbal be. 11 (1. 207) She bas now 
--· ---~-·-----------··-· 
- - -- -- ----"- =-•"-• ·-- ---· - -··· ·-· ·-
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'? 
considered b·er plan completely successful, and ''.forth she 
' gooth as jolif as a pyen to bring her unsuspecting husband 
to·- dinner. 
... -- - ; 
--· · ···-·-·· - · · -· - ~---·.··-·-· -.··:·.··- ... ',----
While her husband has be~n in the counting-
house v1orking on business matters, she bas ·been in the 
garden working on business matters. . ,. 
l. 
' ' ' "' ... , 
Before proceeding to a consideration of Dan John I 
wis~ to discuss one more area in reference to the Wife of 
Saint Denys. Most of the critics who believe that the Ship-
, 
man's Tale was originally written for the Wife of Batb also 
agree' in varying .. degrees, t"hat her personality is ref lee ted 
in the Wife or Saint Denys. Their argument, whether stated 
or implied, seems to be that not only does the ending of 
the tale justify this opinion, as well as the characteri-
zation of the merchant, but that the means by which the 
Wife or Saint Denys achieves her goal would be highly ap-
proved of by the Wife of Bath. In short, the implication 
seems to be that the Wife of Seint Denys is the Wire of 
-
Bath. In opposition to this opinion, because they believe· 
.. . 
·· that the .§hi72r11an'.~ Tale ivas not meant for the 1/tlife of Bath, 
Hazel Sullivan and B,rederick '!'upper suppose these char-
, 
acters to have completely dif:ferent.personalities. 34 Most 
of the arguments on both sides, if indeed one can seriously 
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seems to base his opinion on an intuitive rapport: 
The Shipman's Tale was originally intended for 
a woman; ror the Wife of Bath, beyond a doubt. It 
•., •••• ·--~--·•~•·-~---• "• • 
-·-.. ... ~ .... ,- •. , ... ~ ,...._.,, ___ .,, ...... _. ~-, -· ·.• -~- ,, ·--•<-•U•-••••' >., a • '.--. I' ,,,,,/,;, .• L 
•. -.. 
.' ., ... 
accords with her character both in style and. in 
sentiment. Its tone is hers precisely; frankly 
sensual ;--11ninoral, if you liJt:e, --but too r)earty 
· and too profot1ndly norrr1al to t)e un1t1l1olesorae e And 
there are many expressions in the story whleh were 
clearly written for her and for her alone.J~ 
Unfortunately Kittredge does not direct our attention to 
any or·'these· "rnany )express·i'onstt<)which were cle~ariy;·wrltten 
ror the Wife of Bath. 
After Kittredge's pronouncement, however, a number of 
critics grasped the vagueness of bis dictum as an oppor-
tunity to support the Wife of Bath theory with specific 
parallels in each tale. Philip Appleman introduced the 
concept of dominance as the key to both personalities: 
••• the Wife of Bath believed not merely in the 
practice of deceiving men but in the princzple of 
maki;t them submito Thus the wife in the Ship-
man's tale, instead of contradicting tbe monk, 
simply insists upon her rigbt to the money as a 
concomitant of her position as a wifeo Signifi-
cantly e~ough, tbe husgand, who 11 saugh tber was no. 
remedie,. did submit.3 
Mr. Appleman believes that the evidence of wifely dominance 
may thus be found at the end or the story: 
The q.uestion it seems natural to ask, then, is wby Chaucer alone among authors permitted the wife to 
retain her prizeo Certainly there was no reason for the Shipman to make such a cbangeo The Wife of Bath~ however, had every reason to do so: It would 
not have been at all in character for the heroine 
28 
of her tale Lo have been bested i~~a bargain by a 
_ C-Cc'·-:'·'-'.·''·'.-,.-,·.::.".·~o,ccc:-c=.;;·;:.,:::;.,,_, ... ,,:.;:, .. ,c.--,'········"""'' · ... ;c,:., ..• .. m,~r.~ me.n, ,,e, s,p_e .. c.ia.liy. a. ch:U:t?,C b111an. ,,· .f~·· .. · •' ,, .. , . ·' ··•" . . .. , ..... , ., ... c ... :.;...c.::..·,c,c.; .... , .... ,, .... ~ .. ;-.;:.:.,;:.:·,c; •. _. ......... . 
.. l4i thout discuss in~ in detail the di.ff'erences between Chau-t_ 
. -·- ..... ~., ...... ''. ·-·· .................. ,. ........... _ ..... - .. ~. - .. ~ ' 
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"-
cer's tale and the analogues at this point, a few observa-
tions may still be made here: first, the Shipman did not 
make any change, Chaucer did. Mr. Appleman's wording would 
., .. -- ---- ....... -.-- •-h-~--···~---···---·- ', ---~ . - -·· . - ·- .. 
, ] 
.. ' 
S' 
I • lead us to the conclusion that it was the Shipman and the 
Wife or Bath who were familiar with the analogues rather 
·· than Chaucer; secon.dly, if the implication of Appleman' s 
last sentence i.s that the monk w~s deceived by the wife., 
his position is completely untenable. It is plausible, 
however, that Appleman is implying that the monk intended 
'f'." 
that the wife would have to return the money, whereas the 
wife "bestedtt him by avoiding th is result. Th·is ·interpreta-
tion, however, tends to overlook one of the basic differ-
ences between Chaucer's tale and the analogue versions. As 
I shall argue in 'Section IV, Chaucer bas eliminated the 
lover's concern for what happens to the wife; Dan John is 
not interested in whether she or her husband gets the 
money. To say that the vJife of Seint Den;,rs "bested" Dan 
John implies a tension or antagonism which is not really 
present in Chaucer's version. Chaucer's modifications 
here, as I shall show, do not reflect on the monk, but 
rather on the wife and the merchant. In contrast to the 
analogues, Chaucer eliminates the lover from tbe last scene 
so that our attention is not focussed on him. 
Albert._ H. Silverman, in an attemp·t to be more specific, 
finds an interesting parallel in the tales:38 
'\~~' C ~, C + t:'I, 
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Ye shall my joly body have to wedde; 
By God, I wol na t paye yow. but .. ~!?~_Q_g~J ... _ ·"- . ··- .... ·-~~,,.~.,~""="·" ... "_,,,cc~""'"·~"·"·'"~"-·' . _ ... __ ..... - ... - ........... -. """''""'~_, .. .,, .• :-,---:_·c- ·---_-::,::--~~·-·-·"··-·····-·-"·- .. :,,·····:::CC'cc·.::c- ·s----·:a_··" ··-:··c" - .. ,:,... .. . .. . . • .· . 
-··-·-··· ·. . ·-. -·-· . -··-·····-·'·- .. (-VII , 142 3-42 4) 
Why sholde men elles in bir bookes sette That man sbal yelde to bis wyf hire dette? 
·----------,··--···----- . 
. ,- .. , .. _ ....... ,._,.., --~--·~~,-..... -.-------
•. 
, ,'. ' 
..... ~.~ -·· .. - . 
. I 
' 
1qow wherv1i th sholde he make his ·paiem.ent, If be ne used his sely instrument? (III, 129-132) 
. - . . These passages are identical in that they refer to the mar-
In riage debt, but they are not used in a similar manner. 
~he first passage the wife is agreeing to pay the debt, 
while in the second the Wir~ of Bath is saying that it is 
... 
the husband's duty to pay the debt. If we do have a simi-. 
lar subject here, the situation and usage are quite dis-
similar. It will be- rurtber noticed that this is not a 
sole exam·ple of such an occurrence. t,Je must concede, in 
fact, that there are a number of such parallel passages, 
but used in a dissimilar manner. In h~r prologue, for ex-
ample, the Wife of Bath makes a. very interesting statement 
.concerning husbands' attitudes toward adorning their wives: 
Tbou seyst also, that if we make us gay With clothyng, and with precious array, That it is peril of oure chastitee. 
(III, 337-339) 
Notice the Shipman's ironic comment on the identical sub-
30 
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But thynketh it is wasted and ylost, Thanne moot another payen for oure cost, Or lene us gold, and that is perilous. 
(VII, 17-19) 
---- ·This is, we should note, a section of that controversial 
'le. 
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passage containing the feminine plural pronouns. In the 
~-
----
- - ------- -- - .. ·-..' .. , .... , 
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. - ~. -- -~~ _,_._._ -·· ----- - - ~ - - . ·-· - - . , ' ... ·-·c·:·,··"'C·-··•"·•c.-,--c·"-.,,-,,;c='"'~"'"""-·-,-,-··,···"'·torrner lines, trre wife of Bath is saying that men believe 
well-adorned women will be in peril of their chastity; the 
latter quotation posits the exact opposite opinion. And 
';} 
again, the fact is that the merchant in the Shieman's Tale 
does allow bis wife to array herself quite splendidly. 
Thus on two counts this parallel material is inappropriate 
to the Wife of Bath: first, the Shipman 1 s lines are anti-
thetical in meaning to 2 thos~ voicJd by t~e~Wtte. of ~ath \n 
her prologue; and secondly, the Sbipman 1 s Tale itself bears 
out the belief of the husbands- that the Wife of Bath was 
attempting to discredit. I-n short, whether or not 1i-1e grant 
the trt1th of this cause and effect relationshi·p, the hus-
band did make his wife ttgay / with clothyng,n and sbe did 
become unchaste. 
A number of parallel situations seem to point to an 
antithetical position between the two tales. The general 
'--· 
theme o:f the Sbip1nan 1 s Tale is hinted at, for example, in 
these lines uttered by the Wife of Bath: 
- Yet p·recbestow and seys"t an hateful wyf 
Yrekened is for oon of thise meschances ••• 
(III, 366-367) 
Tt1ou lilmest eek V'lommene s lo 1 e to helle, 
To bareyne lond, ther water may nat dwelle. 
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· The moore it brenneth, the moore it bath desir 
To consume every thyng that brent wale be. 
Thou seyest, right as wormes shende a tree, 
Right so a wyf destroyeth hire housbonde; 
This knowe they that been to wyves bonde. 
(III, 371-378) 
' .. .. . -
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aptly describes the merchant's wife, but her comment on 
her own husbands aptly describes the merchant: 
/' 
' 
f" ,: 
I. 
1' 
I 
I, 
I 
• • ---·- i _ _ ........... ~,-.------
• • . 
. 
o· Lordl the peyne I did·e hem and the 1\ro., 
Ful gil teless., by Goddes sweete pyne l 
,-· {III, 384-385) 
The merchant is guiltless or most of the things of which 
bis wife accuses bim. 
. . 
0 
Tbe~e is_ ev·en a, passage in the Wife o.f Bath's prologue .. 
which parallels the basic situation in the Shipmap's Tale: 
Peter1 I sbrewe yow, but ye love it weel; 
For if I v1oulde selle ray bele chose, 
I koude w~lke as Eressb as ii a rose. 
But I wol kepe it for your owene tooth. 
Ye be to blame, by Godt I sey yow sooth. 
. (III, 41+6-450) 
,, 
But again, notice the dissimilarity of this passage with 
that of the general situation in the Shipma~'s Tale. The 
_ Wife of Bath seems to be saying that if she wanted to she 
could sell ber "bell chose" and have enough money to array 
and keep herself as fresh as a rose. The Wife of Seint 
Denys, on the. _other hand, does have enough money, does 
·. ,.,,,. 
~ 
array herself quite l\rell, and still sells herself. Similar 
material is again being used quite differently. 
From ·a brief consideration of- tbe two tales, a number 
of observations may be drawn in reference to the Wlfe of 
Bath and the Wife of Seint Denys: first, while the Wife 
.of Bath states clearly, and .. proves by her tale, that she 
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.is in f'avor or wifelyfdomi.n.a..nee, the Wif@ of Seint Denys .. ·-. __ : __ K: __ ~f:: __ = 
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she does in faq~ dominate her husband; second, the 'trJife ot: 
Bath will admit to being duped by no man, while the Wife of 
'¢ ' ~. 
', i 
" .... "~-.-,·-·-····~ 
j\'. 
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j 
• Seint Denys was thoroughly deceived by Dan Jqbn; third, 
'.i while the Wire of Bath speaks out in no uncertain terms 
. 
about virginity, we should not conclude that she was, con-
versely, in favor of adultery. Criticism in the past would 
.. 
--------------------------------.,~-----·-- ·- _ - lea·a orre-to·--b·er·1eve tba t the differenqe_s or_ simila_ri ties _ 
---·-- -- ---~ 
--~-
between the Wife of Bath and the wire in the Shipman's Tale 
are a matter of feeling and tone, and perhaps to ·a degree 
this is true; the critic may charge the Wife of Bath and ~ 
. 
the wife in the Shipman'~ Tal·e \\Tith slyness, vulgarity, a1-1~ 
insinqerity, consider tbem am.oral or immoral., lusty or un-
couth depending upon the particular application and on his 
own intellectual and moral climate. But opinion or no, the 
evidence must be sought in the text. Concerning the points 
. . 
·, 
mentioned above, I can find no evide11ce to harmonize the 
apparent dirrerences. In fact, the Shipman would appear to 
- be_ s14i-ng--witb the Wi.fe or -Ba,th 1 s husbands, that-- is, taking 
those arguments with which she states they confront her, 
'· I 
and showing them, through a familiar fabliau, to b~--~.9!rE3ct. ____ - ____________ i·:, 
i, I 
,, 
I must tbereI'ore agree with Hazel Sullivan when she says, 
"Tricky- and sly as the 1tJi.fe of Se int Denys lAras, the story 
remains one of' dependent woman and dominant man. 1139 
It is Dan John's actions which next further the plot, 
, • .., .. ••.,. L .-, ,~•., .-.,~ .. , ...... , ....... • .. " _ • ..,~'_'Y <:..!.-'::'""'.~' ,,•,• , .. -... .,_,,,,,. .. •••• •·--·' .- " 
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and I should like to discuss his character before turning 
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--.-···-·-·--=,-,,,, --·-··io tne fuercnant~ ,. Belrig an tf()ut!'ider 11 ' mo~k, 4° Dal1 John b;s -________ .. L . 
~ 
ample opportunity to become well acquainted vri th the .neigh-
. ' 
boring gentry. He is more thoroughly described by the Ship-
. . , . 
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man than either the wire or her merchant-husband, and we 
learn at the very beginning that he is handsome., bold, at-
- tractive, young (thirty years), friendly., and very generous. 
It is also made clear at the onset that he is a frequent 
visitor at the merchant• s hom~/ . The ~hipman bad. related 
earlier that tbe merchant 1;.ras accustome to entertaining a 
large number of guests" ":B1or his largesse, and for his 1,1yf 
was fair," but we are led to believe that tbe monk's frequent 
visits are caused by friendship for the mercbant: 
This yonge monk, that was so fair of race, Aqueynted was so with the .goode man, Sith that hir firste knoweliche bigan, That in his hous as famulier was be As it is possible any freend to be. 
(11. 28-32) 
This bit of explanation would certainly concur with Dan 
· John's social position, and tend to separate him from the 
other guests. There is also, in this opening descriptive 
passage, a separate paragraph given in praise of Dan John's 
generosity: 
- . 
- Free was Daun John., and namely o:f dispence, As in that hous, and ful of diligence To doon pleasaunces and also greet costage. He noght forget to yeve the leeste page In al that hous; but after bir degree, He yaf the lord, and sitthe al his meynee, Whan that he com, som manere honest thynge; 
(11. 43-49) 
-~ 
- . 
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,-.. Thus, the description seems to stress two particular at-
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..... . 
-··· - --,,,··~------=-·-··c"~--·,_-=c-·~--~~--·-tr!biites:. Dari John Is friendship l\Ti th the mei.:chant, and his 
generosity. This description undoubtedly serves as a con-
.. 
trast to the wife's charge pf niggardliness against her 
" 
", 
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husband, and perhaps this is one of the reasons why she 
singled out Dan John for her plan. Of course Dan John's 
reputation as a giver of gifts will, in the end, lend plau-
35 
sibill ty to the wife's arg~en.t ___ c_oncerning _the .acceptan-ce . -- -·--------------.,--~-------· ----·--·-··· -.----·-· . -· -----·.--...---...-·•"'"" . 
i · ..... -. 
c, -6f the money, but ber~ ·it de~ves another ftinction which we 
should not overlook. If one categorizes the adjectives 
used to describe Dan John, it will be noticed that two 
separate characterizations are being presented: descrip-
-~~_ye adjectives such as bandso1ne., bold., ·young, attractive, 
courteous, faithful, and generous conjure up images of the 
ao~rtly lover,41 while adjectives such as orf1cial, friendly, 
and highly prudent would seem to fit better Dan John's pro-
. 
ressional calling. Throughout the first halr of the tale 
these two positions are juxtaposea·to provide a subtle 
characterization of the monk. 
As with the Wife of Seint Denys, tbe garden scene pro-
vides our first opportunity to see Dan John's real self. 
Chaucer begins here .by showing Dan Jo·hn' s social role and 
- --- - -- ~- .. --- ---- .-- ·- .... -. ···-·· 
emphasizing the holy vocation with a reference to the de-
votions, in this case, }·Ia tins. Ilis witty greeting to the 
merchants' wife makes us a~rare that he is quite the man of ~ 
_ the wo·rld and not a ·Clo~-~~-~rep ___ tb_eologian~,.--bu-'t--his----rea-c-tion ~----~----- ~ ~-. -~ ----~------'-'-- - --- ___ _._ - - - - -- - - -- ------~-
. 
~ 
·. ~·- .. --·· -,---
to" his own greeting is perhaps grounds for· c9:qj~:ctu;re •... Go~ ...... ---.---------,---.---~-,·~·-· .. -· .. ' _, .. .. . .... ,. •' . .. ,-•- ,,._. '-' ' . 'Z' "'""' ......... •••, .... ' . - - •._C"""'-·-·•1,=•- ... •.• - •., . ·- '.. - ... ' 
ing from a general statement about the weakness of married 
men, Dan John gives al very ·personal twist to tl1is observa-
tion by remarking that the Wife of Seint Denys' husband 
·,· 
I 
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. 
must be just the opposite, "And with tbat·word he laugh .ful 
merrily, / And of his owene thought he ivax al reed." I · 
think there are only two possible explanations for this re-
action, and it would seem probable that both are implied: 
either the monk blushes· because he 1,1isbes be could· have 
been the cause of the wife I s fatigue, or because he realizes 
that be has made an· all too conspicuous appeal for the wife 
to declare her dissatisfaction with her husband.42 I am 
more li1rely to believe that these tv10 ideas are intertwined, 
and that the sudden redness denotes animal desire as well 
as embarrassment for overste·pping the b-ounds of propriety. 
When the wife's ansti'er conforms so completely to what 
Dan John had secretly anticipated, he quickly regains bis 
composure and offers his services., slipping into the role 
of father-confessor. The strictest confidence would per-
haps normally be assumed under such eircumstances, but Dan 
John stresses this point, and accentuates it by swearing on 
his breviary. The wife's acknowledgment of· this oath em-
phasizes the oub1ardly religious nature of a confession, but 
throughout this scene the underlying tone of secrecy tends 
to establish not a religious mood, but one of dark treach-
; "' 
ery; the wife's stea~ing quietly into the garden after her 
···-- ---· 
. 
. ~.,.,~,,-~-.--·--~- ---· husband -bad gone to his countinghouse, the repeated oa tbs 
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beseecbment to "Gooth now youre wey ••• al stille and 
softe,tt accentuate not only the illicitness of their actions, 
~ ~ 
. ~. 
---
· but also confirm our -opinion that they are both completely" 
aware, from beginning to end, of what they are doing. 
Up to this point 1 and 1i-1i thou t any forekno1'rledge, it 
would be difficult to prove satisfactorily that Dan John 
. is an unscrupulous and completely immoral monk. Sur.ely 
there are passages which seem to lend themselves to a double~ 
meaning, but neither the reader nor the Wife of Seint Denys. 
is made clearly aware of' the monk's true character 11ntil the 
wife gives bim the opportunity to renounce his friendship_ 
for the merchant. The wife, in 11. 143-147, is giving Dan 
John the .... opportunity to align himself 1"1i th her, and the 
· quickness with wh:tch he responds certainly shows that he 
. 
acknowledges and approves of the direction she is taking: 
uNay, tt quod this monk, "by God and seint 
l'·iartyn, 
He is .no moore cosyn unto me 
Than is this leef that hangeth on the treel 
I clepe him so, by Seint Denys of Fraunce, 
To have the moore cause of aqueyntaunce 
Of yow, which I have loved specially 
Aboven alle womrnen, sikerly. 
This swere I yow on my professioun. 
( 11. 148~155} 
Dan John, aware that she is about to propose what he antici-
pate·s to be an amorous involvement, not only renounces his 
.fair-weather fidelity ·to the merchant., but makes· quite 
~ · · · - · - · .. .. ..• c... ..• : . : - ~ . · 0 ·, 0 ,;1. ~ t.._. -l.• .<;, i·n. t 0 · ~~ S t · ~ 'I"\ · t,.,, 0 '!') • t ~ 0 ft ·10 v· Q ...:i ·Sn °-0- 1· -a-1 lv u p h -n a· Se --··-----------·---·--·----.. --·----- ---v.t.~~;J.· i~· ·g ... ,. -e;.1,;"-0 · .L...t tJ-v.a.··, l,-jQ ~-u 'l:"Q J .J. 
connotations which we would probably re.fer to as trplatonic, 11 
if this reading l·.rere not completely undercut by tbe ironic 
last line of the speech. 
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If Dan John is expecting to be invited into bed by the 
wife, be is certainly not rendered speechless by her request 
ror one hundred francs. He is~ in fact, surprisingly able· 
to grasp the_situation and .faitbful~y promises to bring the 
r; ·,money as- soon· as it is ,convenient. As the member of an 
.., 
organization not only vowed to chastity but to poverty as 
well, we are left to wonder where Dan John will acquire such 
. 
a sum. Apparently Dan John is not particula~ly worried 
___ abo·ut tb_i.~ problem imrnediatel.y., perhaps surmi.sing that- it 
is better to promise the money and worry about it later; 
he is, no doubt, a rirm believer in the adage that God 
helps. those who help themselves •. , He bas, by this time, 
-- ----- -·- ·- \ ----· -· - -
completed the gradual shirt from father-confessor to courtly 
lover by embracing his 0 owene lady deere, 11 and bidding her 
to "bee th as tre1n.re as I sbal be." It will be noticed also 
-· 
'tba t this supplication provides multilevel irony in so.far 
as the wife 1 s unfaithfulness to her husband 'tvi 11 be matched 
by tbe monk's unfaithfulness to b 4.3 er. 
After the dinner is over, the monk prepares to leave, 
and the deception on which the plot turns is about to be 
played. But before the deception actually is perpetrated 
a nec_essary step must be taken; tl1e ~rife 1 s ignorance ·gf the _____ ----~-
monk's solution must be assured. First, the monk calls the . 
..•.. ,, .. ,. ...... ---·t,-·:·"~- -·---~-.... ,...! .•• _ ··-·- -:--~---·--·--~ ... "' ...... 
··--··~ .. -c·-···-·-··-----·-0 __ ..._....._......~ ·.·-· __ .• ,. ........ -.-· ,,., · ··ey ··· · ' ';7' .... 
husband privately aside to wish him a bon voyage, and the 
particular nature of the ending here should not go unnoticed: 
"If it lye in my power and my myght, 
That ye me wol comande in any wyse, 
.. 
' I 
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., 
It shall be doon, ·right as ye woi devyse." 
(11. 266-268) 
In short, the monk is, and I cannot find a more appropriate 
phrase, psychologically "setting up" the merchant for the 
request W:hich so casually follows: 
11 0 thyng, er -that ye goon1, if' it .may be, 
I woulde prey yow, for to lene me 
An hundred frankes, for a wyke or twe7re, 
For certein beestes that I most beye. r 
(11. 269-272) 
Even if the merchant and Dan John were not ncosyns, 0 it 
might be slightly embarra-ssing to·· refuse th·e· ·loan after 
such a selrless display of friendship. And perhaps nbeestes" 
were the only cormnodity Dan John might be expected to pur-
chase with a hundred francs, yet it is impossible to over-
look the associated real object of purchase. Perhaps, too, 
the wife would have ·found it impossible to overlook such a 
slur~ but Dan John has taken precautions that his transac-
tion wi trJ the merchant goes unobserved. In light of the 
bargain between the wife and monk only a few hours bet'ore, 
the husband's answer to the· request is f'illed with double 
entendres. 44 The merchant's imploration for Dan John to 
• 
help himself to gold, "and not oonly my gold, but my chaf-
fare," has-an. obvious double meaning for- the monk; and the 
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merc·hant•s observation that ngoldlees .for to be, it is no ________ -----~---
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monk. 
The adultery scene !s short and passed out of the way 
swiftly and economically. The scene is important only so 
/" . 
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far as plot is concerned, and there is nothing of char-
.. 
acterization ·in -it, sav~ for the reference to Dan John's 
tonsure, which is ironically a symbol of chastity. I should 
now like to turn to- the merchant, who dominates the remain-, 
der of_ tb~ ttile. The critics have labored long and b.a:r<t to_ 
show that this character functions only as the butt of the 
tale, and ·this view is easily· enough understood. A sub-
servient, cuckolded, duped, prosaic and ridiculous husband· 
fits neatly into the theory that t~e tale was originally 
planned for the Wife of Bath. This interpretation seems to 
say that if the tale were originally written for the Wire 
' or Bath, the character of the husband could not be seen in 
any other l~ght. Unfortunately, if we read the tale, this 
opinion cannot be substantiated. The merchant, while bav-
ing--J)erbaps some rather obvious flaws as all men must, dis-
plays most ~of the i:rirtues we would norntally value in a 
businessman, husband, and friend. For the purpose of analy-
sis, 1 t is necessary to consider this character in the light 
or these three roles. 
As a businessman, we are told in the first two lines, 
the merchant is c_ertainly a success; be is rich, has a 
be~titiful wife., and lives in a fine house. These external, . 
material signs are, however, b~t one side of the merchant-j<· 
0 
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As has of ten ~been· brought to ... ".our a ttenti.~tl- ·---,---·--····--.. ,~~,~ ~-- ....... · .... · 
by senate investigating committees, there are, and perhaps 
always have been, a number of merchants who have built vast 
/ 
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empires of weal th by rather unscrupulous means; and there ·1 
have been others who merely capitalized on the particular 
madness of the times. 1 The merchant o:f the Sqipman 1 s Tale 
is none of these. I think that- there· is no indication·· 
given· in the ·tale which would allow for the be lief that 
the merchant came to his s.uccess by any other means than 
(\ . 
. - ... -· ··- - ~--- - -··. -~-------~---
- .. -
sober, industrious, and honest work. But while he cannot 
be accused of dishonest business deali~gs, there have been 
_ other attemp.ts. to .slight .this· aspeet of· his character. · The 
oountingnoom scene i-ras used to illustrate the merchant's 45 · miserly character, yet surely this observation cannot 
have been deduced from what is written in the tale. First, 
it seems we would have to agree that there is nothing par-
ticularly unnatural about preparing for a rather large 
business trip, if one is a businessman, and it is.made 
; 
perfectly clear not only in the scene itself but also in 
view of tbe money and subsequent borrowing involved that 
it is the motive whiGh -impels the-· merchant to spend his 
morning there. He is preparing for a buying trip, perhaps 
the most important of tbe year, and would need very care-
fully to survey his books, current funds., credit potential, 
. 
. and perhaps a do~_~_!J __ Q_th~r _financial l!one-ern.s h-av--ing -to -{j-o--·--~-· ----· ~-·------,---"--~---
.u,~-•• • •--• •-. .-,-·--·-·----·- •-~~---.. , _a ____ ..,,,---·-
~ 
~ with tra:rasporta tion, shippints __ .... ~?s t_~_,. __ storage rEJnt.aJ.s, a:ij.d ···-----~-------·---"---···-------· '. ·- .... ·•···· .............. , ...... , ... - - ···-··· ... ( 
• 
the like. Then too, his shutting tight of the door shows 
only a reasonable desire for privacy to concentrate on 
complex computations, as is in fact clearly stated in 11. 
86-87. 
.. After t'fie wife has made her own ·business deal, she 
boldly goes to bring her husband to dinner, and ironically - - ----- -·- - -- . - - - - - - 1J-i'I -
cl'lides him .for being-overly concerned with money: 
nHow longe tyme wol ye rekene and caste 
. 
~---·- ----··-------
_..: .. -·-----·-
-----<------------_________________ Youre ____ so:mmes-,-----ano . y-eure-----b-o-oke-s-., and you·re trnynge-s·r--.-
"' 
-
' 
·' 
-- ---~ - :-_-·-:-:- - --
The devel have part on alle si-1ic be rel{enynge·s ! .. Ye have ynough,- pardee, of Geddes sonde; Com doun to-day, and lat youre bagges stonde." (11. 216-220) 
Not only is it ironic· that the wife should accuse her hus-
band of spending the whole morning over money· matters., ,but 
tbe statement that he has. enough---money -and sho.uld be ·satis- ·. 
d fied slips in as a definite contrast to the wife's greedy 
nature. And it would seem that the contrast between the 
wife's business dealing and the husband 1 s is heightened by 
his answer to this chiding: 
. r .. 
--· ·--· - - --- -· . 
. •. 
"\iyf," quod this man, 11 litel kanstow devyne The curious bisynese that we have. For of us chapmen, also God me save, 
··An_d by that Lord.that clepid is SeintYve, Scarsly amonges twelve tweye shul tbryve Continuelly s las ·tynge unto oure age. We may wel make cbiere and good visage, And dr:yve .forth tl1e TrJorld as it rnay be, And kepen oure estat; ir1 pryvette, Til we be deed, or elles that we pleye A pil,grimage Jl or goon out oi~ tbe weye. , .. And therefore have I greet necessitee Upon· this queynte world tt avyse rne; For evermoore we moote stand~ in drede Of bap and fortune in oure chap:rnanhede. n 
( 11. 22~.-238) -
. - .- ... --
--..----;;----·-- - - -- ---
- ·- --
. ···---··· -
· ----~~--- '-1,'tre-'·w1:re--··1taa-emp_l_oyea· just the opposite technique in her 
-·------·------·-··-------------;--------"--" b.u.siness dealing ;c. ra·t-h·er· thian acft'ihg cheerful' she .. feigned,, 
worry and fear. 
Now some critics nave seen the speech, cited above, as 
-
o.: 
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an illuminating illustration of the complacent., pompous, 
prosaic character of the merchant. Gardiner Stillwell 
- finds this passage pa~ticularly barren: 
You never know when your luck may change, and so you_ 
-------- . -~-·---.. -. -.- ---------- - ··had ·better be prudentt Thus we may sura up the good 
.) 
.• 
"V . . .... ..I - l ••• 
. . 
. m~n' s . sira.ple metaphysical_ and ethical system in one 
sentence.46 · ~ 
Certainly thls seems to be the sense,of these lines., and, 
if prudence were the merchant's only virtue., we might be 
.. 
led to call him "simple.n But ivbat Mr. Stillwell bas done 
-- - ··-·---- · - ·-·is··to use this passage to explain the whole character of 
the merchant, when in reality bis only accomplishment is 
to sum up, in one sentence, one aspect of the merchant's 
"'' 
character. And if the passage indicated only prudence, it 
" 
would be surficient; but, it seems to me·, there is even 
more here. I think it is not impossible to maintain that 
the passage illustrates a certain amount of p~tie~ce to-
wards the wife, and it seems not impossible to conjecture 
that the husband keeps his business affairs secret so as 
---·------ ,· ·-·------ · not to worry his wife with financial matters; ·this con-.. 
-·-- ··-· .. -·- .. ....:.... ........... ·-·. ,_,.. __ ,.~ ...... ,_ 
jecture is substantiated by the fact that the wife bas no 
idea of her husband's business potential, save that he 
ttbas ynough, pardee, of Geddes sonde." Then, his statement 
-----ah-ou-t- keeping -up v1ith the events in the business world show .. 
43 -·~· 
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him to be particuiarly. conscientious, ambitiQUs, and pe-r-··--·· ····-----------,········------,----. . .. .. - . 
<,r 
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- - -- - --.. -----·-·- .. -- > 
haps even a bit progressive; as is shown in subsequ,ent 
lines, the Merchant of Seint Denys is not one to bury his 
talents, but to use them, to make loans, and use credit 
- ., - -'--·.,-----· ·- - -----:----
- -. . - -
for future·gains. In this respect, we must also grant him 
a degree of foresight. 
- -
The countingroom scene, then, is used to establish the 
husband's virtue as a businessman. If be is too involved 
in business matters and too neglectful, as some have.implied, 
one wonders why be is so patient with her in this scene, 
which would be the perfect place for Chaucer to show his 
' 
negleet. And the wife 1 s ebarge of niggardliness must ·be at-· -
least questioned in light of the merchant's instructions 
to ber: 
- ·-
"Thou hast ynough, in every manner wise, 
That to a thrifty household may suffise~ 
Thee lakketh noon array ne no vitaille; 
Of silver in thy ·purs sbaltow nat faille.'1 
(11. 245-248) 
The validity of the wife 1· s c barges regarding her need for 
clothing should be particularly questioned in reference to 
1. 247. She has said that she needs the money to dress 
herself for tbe honor of her husband, but the husband's 
. 44 
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honor has not only not been questioned by anyone but her, _____ -·-·-·--------------
but she is the only one whp believes that she needs more 
money than she is receiving. It would seem that if Chaucer 
wanted us to believe her charges he would have provided for 
at least one objective thread of confirmation. 
-,~-
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As a friend, the merchant bas a number of virtues to 
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_, ··-·-·--·--------.------~-----------·-~··-···.,·---rticonimend 'him. !{is completely outgoing trust J for example J [1 
is seen in a number of in.stances. We are told first that 
he allows Dan John as much freedom in his house as a friend 
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could possibly have. And when the monk takes the liberty _ 
-~---· --.. ;.-----,. -~-.. __ oj' ca_lltng the mercl:)ant nco~yn,_'' the_ ~ercbant 1 s silent a.p ... ____ -- ------ . --
·I 
I 
proval provides a particularly beautiful brusbstroke_ in 
the portrait: 
The monk him claym.eth as for cosynage; 
And he( agayn, he sei th nat ones nay, 
But was as glad tberof as fowel of· day; 
For to his berte 1·t was a greet pleasuance. 
(11. 36-39) 
The modesty, the pride, the humility shown in these brier 
lines ~ust come through as one of Chaucer's most brilliant 
'• 
touches of character portrayal, and I think if we were to 
have this passage only we would have to disagree\with 
Gardiner Stillwell when be says, "Poor mant His intentions 
are good, but he must for all that remain somewhat ridicu-
lous. u 
There are two other instances which show the merchant's 
•·. . . . , i 
tru~ting, unquestioning friendship for th·e false monk._ 
First, be not only loans the monk one hundred francs un-
hesitatingly~ but tells him to avail himself freely of any-
thing else he might need., l"1'hich is a good example of giving 
a man your coat when he asks for your cloak. Second, as 
-~ Germaine Dempster has noted, V\rhen the merchant visits Dan 
. ~; John in Paris, ttThe idea of asking for the one hundred 
. .. ·--- ·----- ·--- .. -·- - -· -· .-- ·. - - --- ~------ . --,- --· ---- -- ... - . 
francs is so far from him that he does ~ot even think of 
.. ,.,,, ................ .,, .. _._~--~------~.,.,, ......... -... -.a-voiding what ·-eo~uld· 'be·· take·n -- for ·an allusion, namely ~he0 ·-- · · · · · · - ---· · -- - , 
• 
' , mention of the coming I chevisaunce 1 • 1147 These two instances 
also serve to destroy the wire's charges of niggardliness, 
'."11' 
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and it might be suppos~d that Dan John, who was well ac-
quainted t,ti th. the merchant, was completeiy. aware that her 
ac·cusations were false or, we may conjecture., he would not 
have considered asking the merchant for money. 
Chaucer's emphasis on the friendship of tbe merchant 
· for the rnonk, then, something that is completely l.acking 
in the analogues, would seem to serve a three-fold purpose: 
first, it enlists our sympathy with him over the deceitful 
... 
monk; second, it serves to destroy the wife's charges of 
niggardliness; and third, it emphasizes the contrast be-
tween the materialistically based relationships of the 
other characters and the non-materialistic love of the 
merchant. The merchant, ironically, is the only character 
· -·· - - who is really free from a relationship based on money. His 
completely trusting nature in his personal life may pos-
sibly be contrasted with his wise business dealings, and,· 
in regard to the monk, this may justifiably be considered 
his greatest flaw. 
-As a husband, the virtues of the merchant are cer-
tainly in abundance. It is clearly stated that he enter-
tains royally., both low and high alike, and cannot be ac-
. --' .. ·---.. ··-······_ ...... ,-.. ·c--·, ---------, ____ .. _ _ _c_used_ of .lea.din~: the hermitlike e.x:i~ tence t}J~ t \<i?~ Uf3µa.lly 
associate with misers. Also, a careful reading will show 
..... : ......... - - .. -:... . ---- .-·L-. __ ._ ............. .. '}I . ~ 
' ' "' 
that he does not mix business and pl;.easure, although i~t 
might be thought by some that be neglects the latter in 
favor of tbe former. He gives his wife enough money to 
·, 
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.manage a normal household., and while he is away ,f,om ho.me 
on business, a situation wbicb gives rise to a variety or 
jokes,. Chaucer shows him to be constant, proper, sober,· 
industrious and not given to frivolities: 
(,V~ V 
Now go.0th this marchant faste and bisily 
Atroute his nede, and byetb and creaunceth. 
He neither pleyetb at the dees ne daunceth, 
But as a marchaunt, shortly for to tells, 
He let byrn lyf, and there I lete bym dwelle. 
(11. 302-306) 
There is no reason for these lines except to show the vir-
tu·ous · character of: the merchant, and it must b·e contrasted 
to the actions of the wife and monk. 
Ir Chaucer bas taken great steps to show the falseness 
of the charge of niggardliness, he has gone to even greater 
lengths to show the falseness of the charge of tmpotency. 
After the merchant has concluded his business deal, he re-
turns home from Paris. The setting of the final scene is 
the merchant's own bed: . 
:•,. 
His wyf redy mette hym atte gate, 
As she was wont of oold usage algate, 
And al that nyght in myrtbe they bisette; for he was riche and cleerly out of dette. 
(11. 373-376) 
In order that we do not too easily pass over this informa-
tion, Chaucer goes on to tell us tbat not·only did they 
: 47 
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_,, ... !\1hatr it was day,. this. marcbant gap e:D!brace . -------·-·--·-------- -·-"--·----·--·.- __ .. 
· ...... · ·- _· · · .· .-····· ·· His~~ry.f al newe., and kiste hire on hir face, 
.. \ 
' 
And up ~e gootb and maketh it ful tough. 
"Namoore," quod she, uby God, ye have ynough1 11 
(11. 377-380) 
. _'fF_...,,..~rr.·-·• ••• -•---~ •· ,_ -- • · ' 
;; 
;:.· . 
j 
.: 
,· 
~The charge of impotence would then seem to be a false ac-
·ctisation •. In fact, all of the accusations of the wife only 
.. . serve to characterize her, and tell us almost nothing abou~ 
·48 
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the merchant. As I have tried to indicate, as a business9!. ~--------------------------
man, husband and friend, the picture we receive-of the mer-
chant is one of bumble strength, understanding, tolerance, 
prudence, sobriety and trust. This is, I am bound to admit, 
a bit prosaic for those critics and.readers with more exotic 
J • 
tastes, but I must maintain that .tha .. _,virt_ues which are -- ------- --- - . ··-- :· '",, .-.·-· -·--·- ,, ___ ::_ ___ ..;·.~······ .. ,·.···----· -~-·-- .. ·-· ··~ ...... ··- .... ,. 
present far outweigh those which are lacking. The fact 
that much of the inf'ormation which· Chaucer gives us serves 
no other purpose than to indicate the virtue of the mer-
_cbant must lead us, I think, to the conclusion that Chaucer 
conceived of this character as being worthy· of respect. 
1, 
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,ii:11'• IV 
By discussing characterization in the Shipman's Tale 
-- ~,. --- --- . . ------- -··-- . 
"I!/ 
I -nave attempted to indicate why mos_t character analyses 
of tbe merphant have been wrong in pcDtraying him unfavor-
----acly; irrtd -r-nrrve -end-eavored· to-- ma1re--out- a case-r or hi_s_ --vi-:r.;;-----·------------~--
tue. To do this it was found necessary to consider the 
textual pr·oblem, since adverse critic ism of the merchant 
has b_een at least partly brought about by acceptance of the 
opinion that the tale was originally intended for the Wire 
of Bath, and would necessarily then conform to her person-
ality and philosophy by expressing the theme of feminine 
sovereignty and male incompetence. The point has been 
made then that this interpretation was partly caused by a 
faulty methodology, and that the only firm ground for inter-
pretation must be the tale itself as Chaucer finally gave 
- it to us, with the Bhipman a_s narrator. An examination of 
the tale from this point of view, then, will not substanti-
ate the traditional interpretation of the merchant as sad 
and ridiculous. It is now to be Turtber maintained that a 
comparison of Chaucer's tale with the analogue versions will 
also lead us to the conclusion that Chaucer intended our 
sympathies to be with the merchant. 
I 
I 
~·i 
I 
'1 
- ..... - - - -- ·----· -- ------ --- - - - - -- - ---· ·-- --- ·- . -- - - -
• • • e •• --------••• • ---·--• -~ -:.. _ • .,• -~ _. • -· • • ~--• ~ •- •e~--- • - • .....-- • - • • ----------- -~-- .-• -·-·-~----_,-.,~--·~- -- - I~ 
'rhere are., botfeve:r, a number o:f analogues, c-ollected by 
J. W. Spargo, which are very similar to Chaucer's fabliau, 
I 
J 
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and most of the critics seem+to agree that Boccaccio's 
Decameton, VIII, 1, and Sercambi 1 s· I\Jovella. XIX present the 
--------·----- ---- ·· closest parall81S. 48 Before proceeding to an examination 
of varia·nts of tale-s., , it is desirable to surnrnarize Boo-
caccio1 s version, after which we may consider the minor 
) 
~, ' 
modifications made by Sercambi: 
Gulfardo, a German soldier who was employed 
in the civil service in Milan, became enamored of 
a~ very ha,ndsome worr1an. called Ambrogia o Tbis ivoman 
happened to be tl1e irJife o1-; the v.Jee.l thy merchant 
Gasparruolo, a good friend of Gulfardo 1 so One day 
Gulfardo 9 tbrough a go=1oetv1een,9 begged Ambrogia 
to grant him her loveo She replied that she would 
accept tl1is pro·posal and r,;rant him bi.s desire f .. or 
tivo hundred florins in gold o ~vhen Gulf ardo beard 
o:f the demand f'or money, he scorned ber vulgar 
greed,'" and planned revenge 1.~rith the help of his 
companiono Gulfardo then went to Gasparruolo and 
borrowed t1r10 hundred florinso A fe1r1 da-vs later 
t, 
the merchant left for Genoa on business, and his 
wife sent for Gulfardo o VJl1en Gulfardo arrived be 
irnmedia tel~y counted out ttle money to Amb1~ogia., in 
the pr~esence of bis companion., and tol_d her to 
give the money to her husband when he came home. 
Ambrogia~ thinking that his friend might not 
realize what the money was really forj readily ac-
cepted the florinsl She and Gulfardo then retired 
to her chamber.? 11ot only for that .nights, but; for 
several nightss until her husband was expected 
home from Genoao On Gasparruolo 1s returnD Gulfardo 
·paid tJim a visi to 1v·hen they met, Gulf~a1~c10 inf·ormed 
the :merchant~ in the presence of the wife and the 
companion.9 tba t he had not needed the mo11ey be bad 
borrowed and that he therefore had returned it to 
the wifeo Because of the companion's presence, 
Ai.·1it)rogia co1Jld not deny the statement.9 · ana4i-1as forced to return the money to her husband. 9 
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version is virtually the same, 1~1i th tl,.ro ~xceptions: ( 1) 
When the lover borrowed the money from the husband., he 
j 
asked if he could return it to the wife if he did not need 
,. . 'l 
it; (2) The husband left on business the following day. 
In short, the tales of Boccaccio and Sercambi are in most 
-- respects identical, so much so, in fact., that critics 
agree, Sercambi I s version is simply a redaction of qBoc-
- 50 
caccio's tale. 
In an examination of the Shipman's Tale and the ana-
logues it is safe to proceed rrom the general to the par-
ticular~ for, by considering the basic nature of each 
version, the general tone if you like, we may better under-
stand the particular differences. Spargo 1 s comments seem 
best to reflect the traditional interpretation of the Ship-
man's Tale; he believes the basic theme of the tale, which 
he calls tbe nuni versal situation, u to be cuckold om: 
Perhaps the main "universal situation" in the Shipman's Tal~. is that of the cuckolded husband. No more universal situation could be found for a 
medieval story~ for there can be no doubt regard-ing the pleasure which our medieval ancestors 
took in bearing _tales of horns sproutin~ from the heads of witless husbandso Moreovers the .monk's presence as a factor of cuckoldom adds to the wide 
appeal of tbe universal situation.51 
This passage conveniently summarizes what most of the 
critics believe the general tone of the Ship_man 1 s Tale to 
be. Spargo, in fact, finds that the main difference be-
tween Chaucer's version and Boccaccio's· is th<'>a .. t Chaucer 
'supplied '"the wife with internal motivation while Boccaccio 
, 
51 
. . .... ~--......... 
' 
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The point is, I think, that there is the general 
opinion that both tales have basically the same tone. If 
they do in fact have the same uuniversal situation,'' one 
r··., 
r 52 
wonders how the basic appeal of cuckoldom is reconciled to 
---------------------- ____________ --tbe follotrJing excerpts from the narrator's prologue of 
. 52 Decameron VIII, 1: 
.• • • I ~rant to show- .you that I have -only praise 
for- -t--h@ man, and-.cont.empt for the .woman,. ~d that ________ : _____ ...;.....c· ~---'---------"-I 
-- ~ -- - ___ ,_. ., 
- ·- ··-
men can play clever tricks on their dupes every 
bit as well as those by whom they themselves are 
taken ino To be accurate~ the instance I am going 
to relate should scarcely be called a trick 9 but 
rather a salutary lessono 1nJe al]_ ln1otaJ that a vJoman 
should be a model of virtuej and as careful of her 
chastity as of her life, allowing no liberties ~1th 
it under any conditiono Though this purity is not 
always feasible 9 because of our characteristic 
frailty, still I maintalri.thit a ~wom~n who· sells 
her charws for money :ls fit to be burned alive, 
thougi1 sbe lt1Tho yields tl1em up for love--1r1hose powers 
ar.e unconquerab le==deserves to be pardoned by not 
too stern a judge, as in the case of Filippa da 
Prato, of whom Ailostrato told us a few days ago.53 
It is difficult to understand how Spargo sees cuck-
-
oldom as the basic appeal of the tale after such a frank 
avowal of purpose. The narrator of Boccaccio's tale is 
chiefly interested in showin·g how a greedy wife coi;nes to 
no good. He does not, we must readily admit, go to any 
_1._~ngths to sympathize with t_he husband, put this is, I 
hope to show, the basic difference between Chauc·er' s ver-
sion and the two major analogues. The authors of tbe ana-
logues were concerned with the deprecation of the wife, not 
. ' 
the cuckoldom of the husband. It will be noted that when 
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______________________ te1~s' tales have_ more of the moralizing and preaching 
quality than does Chaucer 1 s version, and the neglect of 
developing the merchant's character may conceivably be due 
• 'lu ·,,.. 
-------------~ 
-- - ----, -
l 
,.. 
to this perhaps conscious effort to moralize.· At any rate, 
Chaucer is tbe only one to show concern ror the merchant. 
Perhaps we all tend to overlook this because vice often 
appears more attractive than virtue, but Chaucer came to 
-- ---- - - - -- - -- ------ -- -
"-'---f,r---~--en~f conclusion tnat· the husband should be the important 
character in this story. The merchants' wife and rriend 
were not only unfaithful, they simply did not consider the 
,., 
_-.. merehant at all, but Chaucer shows us that we should be 
interested in him, that it is ror him we should be con-
cerned. 
The preceding conclusion can·adequately be argued f'rom 
a consideration of the various modifications made by Chau-
cer. Even without considering these changes, however, it 
' .. 
would seem clear that the various versions of the story 
are hardly sympathetic toward women. The analogues, to 
be brief, are not concerned with female sovereignty. This 
position Chaucer would have had to change radically had he 
planned the tale for the Wire of Bath. While there are a 
number of' important modifications in Chaucer's version, a 
reversal of the~ entire conc~pt is not one of them. Chau-
cer1 s innovations and modifications in the Canter~urz Tales 
seem ra tber to be caused b,r his constant attempt to humanize ,, '. ... 
......... , ............ ~·- - ··-··"• ~-............ ~ ....... _ ................ ~-·~·. :~:.__:.:.·.·:::···.-: ,-,-;·_;:_·: .... ·::.~:·::····· ... - ~"- • ~-- • '=> - t,; 
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-,, 
.
·n ,, 
.J. 
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·.•;, 
~--- -- ---- -- --
--.---aCtloi:iS., to ·make motives, cause ·and effects more realistic, 
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.cc~'-----~ec ---~-~~~-~--more creaurous~ than to invert concepts found in other 
The dif~erences between Chaucer's tale and the ana-
. . 
'· 
-
- - -
,t 
... 
logues may c9nveniently be divided into two groups: first, 
there are the changes directly related tcf what may be called 
the artistry of technique, those modifications concerned 
w-ith the utelling" of the tale; then, there are the cba.nges 
-- -- --· .. ---·····-
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·which are more directly related to the artist's individual-
conception of the tale, as contrasted with Boccaccio's and 
Sercambi's. I will not overtly concern myself with those 
-changes related to artistry of telhnique since it is not 
the purpose of this paper to _compare Chaucer witb other 
authors along these lines. Those changes whlch shol-·T Chau-
cer' a unique conception are, however, of direct concern. 
In both Boccaccio and' Sercambi there are four major 
characters: the wire, husband, lover, and witness. In 
both of these analogues the witness fulfills a very neces-
sary function; in £act, it ~ay plausibly be argued that 
. 
. . 
. 
, the denouement rests upon him, and that his appearance and 
action at the end of the tale represents tbe true climax. 
In both v~!sions he is present in three scenes: (l} He 
acts as go-bet'hreen for· the ~ni ti%-::,p.I.\op.csal-;.,, ( 2J,,- 'he 'a;c~, .... ,.,.,_ 
companies the lover to the wife's house and is present 
when the money is given; (3) he is present when the lover 
I> 
..,,. .. 
r tells the merchant that the money bas been return~d to tn~ ... , .. ---······---- . ·······-·····- ...... ., -'· •• .... • . ,. • ' • ...... • • • • •• .. . . • • •••-• --~--~·:·-=~-:-~_::······"'·'" ___ ·_-· ·_-_·--_··-· • _.__._._ -~_: • ·~· . ·- _·. _ _=_:__~-----------------~-r------~--
wife. In the first scene in which be appears we seem to 
' ,-.·~ ,· .. ,, ·"·-·:·~·-~·-!··~:::'~ _'_'.:_'_:'.'.' •• .. -. s,c., •.• ~~-- '-~- - -·~- : .. _: ___ • ______ __ ___:.--,------=------~~.,_,~_. • ._. ~ , - . _.:.._ _-_ ---. -• _: 
, . ,J.-·. -· __ ·····--'-.--c~----·-~·--··"·-··--c--.. ,· .. ·-·-··"···-··r;;···•"·-··"•" · · · ... ·c· ··-·· •·· ·'····· · ···- ··-·· ... be dealing simply with a forrr1a·1 convention; or at least 
the action appears to be relatively neutral since no real 
cbaracterizat--ion or illurninating material is presented • . 
... , 
• ;'.' ·: 1,1i,., ··r··'.\<.'.: ~:-/.'·.\.,·.:: ·.'-.:-' .-':_,~ 
' . 
,) . 
In the latter instances., however, the rtcompanion" assumes 
an almost it: not totally mechanical function. In his -s-ee--- -
and ·appearance, the companion is used by the lover as a 
witness to the exchange of the money: 
.. ----- . -----· ·----···· --------------·-----·-·· ''' 
fThe loveiJ set out for her house, taking his 
friend along with him, and the first thing he did, 
on finding her waiting, was to count the money into 
her band in the presence of his companion, saying, 
ttTake care of these f'lorins, rnadamJ and give them 
to your busba11d vrben he coraes bacl{o u 
1\mbrogi.a tool{ the money~ never suspecting for-
a mon1e11·t 1r.rl1y he spoke as be did, thinking he was 
simply doing it so that his friend might not real.ize 
he was eiving them to her, in payment for her 
favors._.14 
In this scene, the companion functions as a witness to 
the ract that the lover has given tbe wife money. In the 
last scene, the wife realizes this important f1lnc tion of 
the companion: 
"Did you receive the money, wife?" asked 
Gasparruolo, turning to her. She saw, the wi tnas·s ·-
there before her eyes, and couldn't find a way or 
denying it, so she admitted it.~j 
• The companion seems to repre~ent the justice of the situ-
~-- . 
. ation; the wife must bear up to the truth. This character 
!'unctions as an extrinsic norm which each of the other 
characters must realize. For Boccaccio and Sercambi 
justice has prevailed because they have installed a·me-
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employed to solve this situation b,y a rather forced in-
vention. 
In Chaucer's version there is no-external norm to in-
sure the solving of the situation; there is nothing to which 
-- -----------------the characters may or must appeal. Tbis is of cXJurse partly 
·a stylistic attribute in the sense that it allows Chaucer 
···-· the opportunity to develop bis characters internally; the 
.-; . - . 
-
fourth person is unnecessary in Chaucer's version because 
be did not need external motivation. The conceptual dif-
ference, however, is perhaps more important here because 
this modification decidedly affects our opinions of the 
. . . . 
lover and the wife. In the final scene in the analogue 
versions the lover is able to carry off J1ts II salutary les-
son" by arl appeal, as it were, to the witness who functions 
as the extrinsic norm of justice. The lover in Chaucer's 
· version is not even present in the last scene, and he could 
~-~·-
not make any appeal if be were present because he was not 
interested in justice anyway. Tbe absence of the witness 
also allows the wife to lie to Qer husband about the money. 
, 
We might conjecture that the wire in the analogues might 
56 
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also have lied if she could have, but, and this is pre-
cisely the point, only Chaucer allowed ber to commit the 
rurtber sin of lying to her husband. This change, then, 
serves a dual purpose conceptually: first, it makes both 
. . . ~ . . 
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number of other chantes which will serve to elaborate on 
the concep~ual difference made here, but since this modi-
... 
• • 
I 
I 
... 
• 
rioation is tbe moat obvious one it is perhaps best to con-
sider it at the outset. · . 
A number of critics have stated that Chaucer's version 
·--.. -,--· ----
o:f the tale is considerably better than the analo_gue ve~--- . --·-------
---··--· -- . 
sions because he develops his characters more fully, in the 
sense of supplying internal motivation rather than com-
56 
plicated plot, but there is one very important motivation· 
in the analogues which Chaucer saw fit to ignore completely. 
In Boccaccio and Sercambi the motive for the deception· is 
very ca1~efully provided :for by the -lover's attitude toward 
the wi:fe: 
1/hen Gulfardo learned of the grasping pro-
pensities of Arnbrogia., who1n he bad al1r1ays believed 
a noble, great-hearted wornan., he was disgusted with 
her vulgarity. His deep love almost turned to 
scorn, ang he made up his mind to play a trick on 
her • • • 7 
In both Boccaccio and Sercambi, the lover deceives the' 
wire to teach her a lesson. He is enraged because she is 
so coarse and greedy, and decides to chastise ber. In 
Chaucer's version this element · is eompletely lacking. Dan 
John is provided with no such motivation; he does not set 
out to shame the wife and he was not affronted by her at-
--- -·- -- --t 1·tud e • In--- the- analogue versions the deception is justi-
. ;t 
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• 
between wife and. lover: Dan John is as corrupt as the 
Wire or Seint Denys. He knows that she is not interested 
I 
\ 
. •' 
in him, but he is not enraged by this, nor does he ration-
alize the situation ~s an excuse for his deceit. He is 
solely interested in getting the best of the ba~gain. 
Chaucer bas made modirications geared to equalize the 
-- -----~--~----- -·-·.--·. --;, -.------~- - - .. ,- ·. ,· 
burden of guilt between the lover and the wife in other 
instances as well. In the analogue versions the initial 
proposal was made by the lover, using a go-between. Tbe 
wife immediately countered with a·aemand for money. Aside 
rrom tbe obvious observation that there is little internal 
motivation here, the effect sought by Boccaccio-and Serc~mbf 
is to throw the entire burden of depravity on the wife. 
The question or whether or not it is wrong to cuckold a 
friend does not arise in the analogues, and the wife's 
coarse demand for money justifies, or at least we may sup-
pose tbat it did ror .Boccaccio and Sercambi, the lover.' s 
deceptiono But with Chaucer, this transaction is handled 
very differently. In the garden scene Chaucer shows some 
of his great ability to· draw characters by playing one 
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a·gainst the othe·r.- ---S-1-o-wl-y at -fi-r-s-t, -but th-en building ·,~ ~--_ ---- .. .c--,-----------------
rapidly in subtle ironic strokes, he so carefully inte-
grates the motivation and actions of each character with 
-, . J.-
tbe other that the awareness of the transaction is a grow-
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,created here a unique rendering of this episode by first 
,t, 
having the wife show the lover that she does not intend 
to be bound to ber husband, tben asking for the money, and 
' . 
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lastly promising the monk her favor. The lover, on the 
~---~---_other band, gives her the opportunity to make these state-
ments. The effect, again, is one of balanced initiative, 
tvi th tl1e burden oi~ guilt equally distributed. The result 
di 
.. 
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in the analogues is that we are not· concerned with the im-
morality of the lover because the emphasis is placed on the 
wife. In Chaucer the depravity of both is emphasized., and 
" 
the only character to come through unscathed is the husband. 
There are at least three· other variants which sub-
stantiate the notion that Chaucer attempted to equalize the 
burden of guilt by emphasizing the immorality of the lover. 
·First, we should not forget that in tbe analogue versions 
the lover was a soldier, while in Chaucer's version be is a 
monk.58 In the third section of this paper it has been 
noted bow Chaucer used the vocation or the lover for ironic 
efrects, such ~s the references to the breviary and the 
tonsure, and we need only remember here that this divine 
. calling serves to heighten the· corrupt nature of .this char-
-----. --
---ao-te·r-··by··--a·n·---1mpt·1e-~ c·orftr-as·t-wi~fi---bis · con duet o Perhaps · the 
best comment on this situation. comes from Chaucer• s good 
parson: 
6' . r 
.. ·-----·-- -· 
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of the monk's intention to _deceive the wife until after the 
59 deception bas been played; in the analogues, the deception 
.. 
'. tt· fl .. 
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is consciously planned and we are aware of ·it rrom the very 
------·----- _ _ be ginning. This innovation by Chaucer not only adds the 
·-· ·--·--·- .-.-~-~,--.:.. ____ . 
- ----· -- •• "":" : ,.· - ; ' •• a 
element of" surprise, but very effectively serves to darken 
the monk's character because v1e are sud·denly made aware 
. ' . 
that he has literally left the wire holding the bag (of 
money). The shock value of this surprise places a decided 
" . 
emphasis on the monk's attitude toward the wife: be does 
not care one way or the other what happens to the wife, a 
.. 
,.- neutral. attitude ·->Which again reminds us that ·there is no ..... , - -- - - ., . ·:. . - ....,--':. _:_ ·- :. 
·chastizing motivation here. The monk, of course, is not 
.,.. 
present in the last scene, as was the lover in the analogues. 
For Boccaccio and ;3ercambi it was necessary to have the 
lover present so that he might witness this moment of aware-
ness ror.the wife, but the monk in the Shipman's Tale has 
no such interest. We should also note that by eliminating 
this character from the last scene, Chaucer shifts the 
emphasis away from the lover, who was the central .:figure 
for Boccaccio and Seroambi. 
---- ·-·-·-·----·------·--------------- ·-- -There is one rern.aining arfTerence1n--relation to the. 
character or the lover that I wish to discuss, and while 
there seems to be no technical importance connected with 
.I 
-----~--- ·-·--··-----------·-·····-
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lationship between the lover and the husband is not de-
veloped at all, it is merely stated: 
During the time Gulfardo was living in Milan, 
9, 
- . - :·~ - . . - ~' . . . . . . 
··. ·. ·-·· ... ··-· -,,_ . ._ ____ .............. -
. . . . --~-, ., '.~ ',) .. ' . . . 
. •. 
he became enamored of a very handsome woman called 
Ambrogia, the· wife of G·asparruolo Cagastra2cio, a 
wealthy merchant and a good friend of his. 0 0 
We are told that the lover and the h~sband are good rrien~s, 
but see how Chaucer makes us aware or the friendship the 
merchant feels for tbe monk with short brilliant strokes 
such as this: 
.,., -. .- . ;.;_ ·~--
. And for as mucbel as this geode man, 
And eek this monk, of which that I bigan, 
Were botbe two yborn in a village, 
The monk hym claymeth as for cos;lnage; 
. And be agayn, be seith not ones nay, 
But was as glad tberof as fowel of day; 
For to his herte it was a greet pleasaunce. 
(VII, 33-39) 
Chaucer's careful development of this theme, when contrasted 
with the deception, produces a reaction of repulsion in us 
toward the monk. It should, although for many of the crit-
ics it apparently bas not, also produc~ a sympathetic re-
action toward the merchant.. _ 
' ,· 
Not only is the friendship theme not developed 1~ the 
analogues, but th~ character of the merchant itself is 
reduced to tbe bare minimum; the character is simply a 
nec~ssary condition of the plot: he is referred to twice, 
i . 
.,,, 
as being a friend of the lover, and as a businessman going 
on g--·trip ;-- and--'be- a-peaks only- three sentences in the last· 
• 
. ' q 
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takes this minor figure and elevates him to the position 
of major importance, thus shifting the entire emphasis or 
.. 
the tale away from the lover. Chaucer was able to achieve 
this by tv10 means: ~r1rst, be. discredited t be lover by. 
taking away the justifying motivation for the deception; 
second, as I have indicated in the third section, be gave 
this character all or the virtues. 
W.W. Lawrence bas maintained that the Shipman's Tale 
is appropriate.to the Wife of Bath because Chaucer so al-
tered the plot as to suppress material unfavor.able to the 
wife in the tale. 61 This is a very interesting notion~ 
but, unfortunately, it is quite untrue. While it is cer-
tainly true that Chaucer modified the tale to equalize the 
burden o:f guilt be'tween .. the lover and .tbe wife, as I have 
noted, this should not be taken as being favorable to any-
one but the merchant. In fact Chaucer did not only not 
suppress material unfavorable to the wife, but be added 
material unravorable to·· her. The false charges of impo-
tence and niggardliness made by the Wife of Seint Denys 
,.J · 
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' are completely absent in the_ analogue versions. Tbe . wife. -··-- ---------··-···----~----··. _ .. id 
··· in the analogues makes no attempt to deprecate her busban'tl. 
The wife in the Shipman'~ Tale shows her completely .immoral 
nature by verbally emasculating her husband and pro·pagating 
. .-1 
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I the belief that he is a poor provider before his so-called .i 
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It was noted earlier that Boccaccio and Sercambi were 
mainly interested in discrediting.the wife. · They were able 
to do this by supplying just motivation for the lover's 
\ 
., 
.. 
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ac~ions, and by remaining morally neutral with regard to 
., , .1,7 
the merchant. Ivlost of Cbaueer 1 s changes seem to have been- ~ ---------------·-·- -
made to discredit the lover, thus destroying the opportuni-
ty to remain morally neutral with regard to the merchant; 
in a sense, the analogue conception or the tale was a scale 
o:f justice, i·r.i. th tb e 1ivife down on one side and tl1e lover 
,.,up on tbe other; the merchant, of course, had no place on 
.. 
this· scale. Chaucer's conception .of the tale was perhaps 
not a scale of justice, but a scale or virtue, with the_ 
wife and the lover down on one side and the merchant up on 
.r 
the other. I wisb to emphasize this, because the tale has 
bee.n recurrently interpreted as being .favorable to the wi:fe· 
rather than tbe husband, and the evidence relating to an 
analogue study usually centers on th~ last scene: 
In all analogues of this folk tale ••• , 
the wire is cheated along with the husband. The-
question it seems natural to ask, then, is why_ 
Chaucer alone among g~thors permitted tbe wife 
to retain her prize • 
. ···---···--·--------------------------~-h~-- t e c hni_<:! _EJ.l reason ,f_QI' ____ tb.is c b_ange_ .ma.y, __ .. .. or ____ e_o.ur..s e ,-- ha:va ____ ~-_________________ _ 
been caused by the ab·sence of the rou·rth character--the 
. 
witness; the w·1re of Seint Denys was simply not forced to 
return the money. We would, however, be going somewhat 
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astray if we considered this the only reason. The con-
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seems to me, to .further gain our sympathy for_
61 
the husband. 
I Negatively, it further serves to deprecate the wife by 
having her lie directly to Qer husband. Chaucer has thus 
:/ 
.. 
·" 
gone to great measures to show us that even were she to 
gain the whole world, sbe has lost her own soul. Posi-
tively, the answer Chaucer gives in this situation leaves 
the merchant with the quiet d,igni ty he had -sustained 
throughout the tale: 
This marchant saugh ~her was no remedie, 
And for to chide it nere but folie, 
Sith that the thyng may not amended be. 
"Now wyf, 11 he seyde, 11 and I f orgeve it thee;" 
. (VII,-427-430) 
There is no such .passag~ in the analogu~ versions. 
l' '·j 
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When I first began. re~ding the critic ism on the ShiE,-man' s Tale, I was very much surprised to discover the gen-eral opinion that Chaucer had created an unf'a,rorable cha:r_~--------c-:--· .-... ~..----'---~ -----·--.. ~-·-~------ ~ acter in the merchant. The merchant was either overtly referred: to as ridiculous, poor, sad, or be was considered 
·too insignificant for serious consideration. Since I did 
____ not agree in any part 1r1i th th is opinion, I became inter-
---------~---.-----··· --· ~-
ested to discover how such opinions were reached. As I have shown in Section II, interpretation of the tale was at least partly based on the as sump ti on that the Wife of Bath was the original narrator. This I believe to be faulty metbodology, because the critics are then not 
----------------------~-
concerned with what in fact we have, but with what we might have bad, or with what Chaucer might have originally in-tended to give us. They are, therefore, riot concerned with the Sbip~an's Tale, but with something that might have been developed into the Spi£ma~1 s Tale, or that used to be the Si1i;er.1an' s Tale. The underl:;ring assumption of this I) paper, on the other hand, has been that any discussion o~ the ·Shipman 1 s Tale must concern its~lf with, the Shipman's 
--_----::-~--::-:::---
-
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If tbe critics had come to terms with the tale itself as Chaucer finally gave it to us, with the Shipma~ as nar-• 
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V 
--- ~- W·ben r- :first began reading the cri t·icism on the Ship.; -
man's Tale, I was very much surprised to discover the gen-
eral opinion that Chaucer had created an unfavorabl.e· char:-.. __  
acter in the merchant. Tbe merchant was either overtly 
referred to as ridiculous, poor, sad, or be was considered 
too insignificant for serious consideration. Since I did 
not agree in any part vJi th th is opinion, I became inter-
ested to discover how such opinions were reached. 
As I have shown in Section II,· interpretation of the 
tale was at least partly based on the a~!umption that the 
Wife of Bath was the original narrator •. This I believe to 
be .faulty methodology, because the critics are then not 
concerned wi tb what in fact we have, but -vri tb what we might 
have had, or with what Chaucer might have originally in-
tended to give us. They are, therefore, not concerned with. 
~ 
the Ship~an's Tale,.but with something that might have 
been developed into the Shipman's Tale, or that used to be 
the Shipman's Tale. The underlying assumption of this 
paper, on the other han~, has been that any discussion of 
.~--~---~· - tb_e Shipman I s Tale muftt. co.:r1cern itself with, the Shipman's 
Tale, i.e., that tale in the .c.a.r.1.terbur:r Tales. told by the 
Shipman. In short, we had best leave the re-writing to 
Chaucer. 
If tbe critics bad come to terms with the tale itself 
as Chaucer finally gave it to us, with the Shipman as nar-
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rator,. they would have found ample evidence to sbow·that 
Chaucer portrayed the mercban.t as a virtuous man and the 
monk and wife as ~horoughly despicable. If Chaucer did 
originally plan th is tale for the Wife of Ba th we can ohly 
-----· --- - .. ·- -··~-------~---~------------ -..., 
conje~ture that his conception of her must have changed 
sometime after be began the tale, because, according to the 
rinal picture we have of her, it seems decidedly unlikely 
that she would tell such a tale. We may also conjecture 
that, as is always possible, Chaucer 9riginally planned this 
tale for a female character which he later saw fit to delete 
entirely. But again, this possibility does not concern us 
here. 
Even though there is no agreement as to a direct 
source for the Shi,pman' s Tale, a consideration of the ana-
logues will substantiate the notion that Chaucer's variants 
-
are. s·ignificantly inappropriate to the theme of female 
sovereignty, a theme which of course is not round in the 
~analogues themselves. 
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The lapse of time between the garden scene and the 
dinner scene affords Chaucer the opportunity to establish 
tbe character of the merchant, and it is more appropriately 
discussed in that connection. Since each of the eigh·t 
scenes forms a repetitive sequence of three dialogues, in-
- .. . ~ 
volving -only two of the three characters, it is possible 
to dissociate a scene from its proper sequence without 
losing chronological contingency. We may, in this type of 
structure, follow each character through the tale chrono-
logically and separately by simply omitting those, scenes 
in which be or she does no-t appear. In our discussion of 
Dan John, we need not concern ourselves with the third, 
1, 
~ sixth, and eighth scenes because be does not appear in any 
·,...:. 
of them. The time lapse between the dinner scene and the 
adultery scene is important here in so ·far as it allows 
Dan John time to consider means of fulfilling his part of 
the bargain. 
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